FOREWORD

We present with pride and pleasure the thirty-sixth edition of Florida Architecture, annual publication prepared for the architectural professional, home furnishings and products trades, interior design profession, and you—the reader.

While our actual full time staff is small, the cooperation of hundreds of talented, creative—and just interested—people goes into the preparation of this book. Circulation is world wide. Schools, colleges and libraries place Florida Architecture in their reference files.

Assuming that the greatest universally understood culture is music, the art of architecture is surely second. All components, from the building block and roofing shingle to the interior furnishings become, therefore, a part of this art to be enjoyed by all who have a seeing eye.

The purpose of Florida Architecture is to picture and to describe places, buildings and designs you might not otherwise have the opportunity to be inspired by and enjoy.

We welcome your inquiries and comments.

[Signature]
You, the reader, are just as much a part of this publication as are all those concerned in presenting it to you. A part of all that is being accomplished and hoped for within the sphere of architecture, all the facets of interior design and those of allied cultural arts.

The State of Florida is a relatively newly developed part of this country, still seeking a cultural identity of it's own. It is our responsibility to present to you that which we deem acceptable and exceptional as inspiration for even finer results in the future. The quality of new work presented achieves greater stature with the passing of each year, an encouragement we regard as highly important within an environal echelon of authority.

Our goal is not strictly financial; we wish to provide the inspiration on 'how to live', beautifully and gracefully within the scope of reality. Our Floridian State is the land of intense, rapid growth building. No other locale in America offers such challenges and surroundings for the expression of the profession of architecture.

During these times we have found that an uncertain economy, spiraling costs of labor and materials, make bids uncertain and owners budgets undeterminable. The dedicated architect successfully adjusts his efforts towards uncertainties thus encountered. It follows also that we are enabled to present products and designs of the highest order by not merely choosing our advertisers at random, but selecting carefully from those offering the highest criteria categorically his own.

We will endeavor the avoidance of change in our format and or price structures just to meet the pressing conditions of today, nor be assuaged by those difficulties presented currently both in building and the publishing of notable material after the fact.

Let it be said that computers can do many things, but they can never put creativity into the mind of man, nor affect his ideals or talents. It is our thought to urge commissioners of good architecture and interior design to continue in search of talent of worth, to preserve the individuality of man which is our aim in the maintenance of belief. In the order of progression we will thereby leave something of value to all.

We are trying within our own limitations to do our part in producing this heritage.
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Landscaping appears to have been there prior to building, screening house with privacy. Mailbox is attractive feature.

COVER HOUSE

Carson Wright, AIA, Architect
Alyn Reed Associates, Interior Design
Ray Meyer, Interior Designer
Jim Wills Design, Interior Design
Jim Wills, AID, Interior Designer
James Laurent Brown, Landscape Designer

The cover house this year is the culmination of the imagery and expertise of the architect, resulting in the total enjoyment of the occupants, the Mendes family. Consisting of several children and two canine protectors of family and property, their home provides every amenity for the comfort and pursuits of each. From Cleveland, Mr. Mendes is a retired manufacturing executive. Both he and his wife enjoy boating on their Mr. ‘M’. The dinghy is whimsically named Mrs. ‘M’. The activities on the water and in their pool are jointly enjoyed by eleven year old Sandi, an elementary school student, Allen and Alana, both seniors in high school. A daughter resides in Cleveland, and another son attends Vanderbilt University. Other members of the family are Willie and Fritzie, pedigreed German Shepherds who not only afford pleasure but
Swimming pool is frequently in use by family and friends. Several dining groupings are near the poolside.

Rock combined with wood makes the house appear to blend with landscaping, with beautiful trees and boulders.
Horizontal sweep of the design takes massiveness out of a two-story, seven bedroom residence.

This is the first home in Coral Gables permitted the use of wood shakes. Landscaping everywhere blends well.
take their duties most seriously. The house embraces the Mendes
all ... it is an experience in living adventure. The design philosophy
of the architect began with the exterior appearance, where sweep­
ing horizontal lines follow the horizon of nature. Since human
vision is peripheral rather than vertical, this achievement in design
takes the massiveness out of a two-story residence and places it
into true visual scale. Wide overhangs were a great tool in creating
the desired effect and are justified secondly by function. With
climatic conditions of occasional heavy rains and much intense
sun, overhangs play an important role. A great believer in working
with the Creator's gift of trees and natural stone, Carson Wright,
A.I.A. expresses his opinion that there is no tranquility from man­
made stone and cement products that offer little visual excitement.
He waged a winning battle with a long existing city ordinance
against the use of wood products and wood shaker shingles in
building, gaining ground where other concerned architects had met
with small success. He feels wood is the most natural product with
which the architect has to work, since it associates the building with
the landscape. Located on a waterway leading to Biscayne Bay,
this Coral Gables home site originally presented a barren surface,
being indeed dredged up from bay bottom. Located far back on the
property, the house is oriented as closely as possible to the water-
(continued)
Massive multi-ton boulder was brought from Everglades, taking a derrick and many men to place in the house.
way, leaving only room for the swimming pool, decks and seawall, where the Mendes' yacht beckons at its dockside mooring. Thusly located, there is great privacy for the occupants from the street. The landscaping is very much a part of the total environment, complementing the architecture wherever one looks. Another of architect Wright's theories is that homes with exterior wood and natural rock construction should not present interior walls and ceilings of plaster, so there is a predominance of these materials used inside. Ashlar cut keystone forms a number of walls and column facings on the first floor, and ash wooden walls for vertical panelling. Heavily distressed at the mill, ash wood covers much of the ceiling areas. Massive beams were hand distressed on the site. Inside spaces (continued)

Use of materials clearly evident where stone and wood were brought inside wedding the inside to out.

Sunken conversational area opens to formal living room. Well chosen accessories complement interiors.
Frequently used informal room views handsome fireplace, serving three areas for warmth and atmosphere.

Adjacent kitchen is the charming breakfast and brunch area.

Corner bar in family room has a number of interesting features.
Formal dining dramatic by day or night. Architect designed dining table and effective lighting fixture above.

COVER HOUSE

were allocated with good traffic flow, with regard to every inhabitant regardless of age or sex. There are a number of avenues in solving functional problems. Of primary importance is the human scale which dictates the size, heights and scale of rooms. The downstairs living areas were designed around family life, opening one into the other so that no one is ever shut out of any activity. While the same basic materials are used throughout, they are presented differently in each space for a surprise effect. Like people, each room has its own characteristics. Flooring throughout the downstairs is Mexican clay tile, and the little undulation of the surface eliminates the discomfort often associated with walking on (continued)
Shower and bathing facilities in Master Suite is constructed of filled travertine marble.

Cozy corner of bedroom, one of several such areas of the Suite where the Mendes can relax.

hard surfaces. This tile is also the floor in the kitchen, which, far from being 'let's cook' room, is an integral part of the house. Well detailed walnut cabinets here were designed by the architect, as were many of the handsome lighting fixtures of copper seen in many areas. All exposed metal work is of copper from flashings to fixtures and fireplace hood. The fireplace serves as a union for the three living rooms, and stands as a divider wall between the sunken conversation pit and the large fun-and-games area where there is a bar and downstairs televiewing. The adjacent room for more formal sentiments combines for total great space for living and entertaining, and it has been noted guests spend time experiencing each (continued)
Part of the Master Suite is this den-office. It adjoins the bedroom and overlooks pool and waterway below.

The colors of blue and white and fabrics of velvet are carried upstairs from first floor.
Alana enjoys her own private retreat, charmingly decorated as a young girl’s bedroom should be.

This teenage son has a vibrantly colored and lived-in room. He is active in many kinds of sports.
Rotation of the sun plays exciting tricks during different times of the day, changing tones of wood used inside and out. What the architect did with walls, floors and ceilings distinctly dictated the type of furnishings presented by the interior designer, Ray Meyer. He worked closely with the architect and clients to select furniture and fabrics which would be concordant with these backgrounds. Colors are minimum in number, with marine blue velvet covering chairs and fashioned into over-drapes. Dining room chairs are the same material and texture, but in gold. Breakfast room chairs have a woven provincial print in keeping with the semi-country styling of furniture. Where area rugs are used, a deep-pile furry white carpet was selected. Jim Wills Studio became responsible for the accessories, for his collection is as peerless and fine as any in the country. Again these blend in to the environal settings. A prime emphasis was placed on storage in this house, with literally dozens of closets for specific or miscellaneous things. A number of these are downstairs lining a hallway leading from the foyer. The entrance foyer has several surprise areas, one a keystone-clad niche containing a small pool and fountain, a sculptured copper tree and natural plantings. Open treads of the stairway were cut from four (continued)
COVER HOUSE

inch ash and cantilevered in both directions for a floating effect. All family bedrooms are on the second floor, as this closely knit family would have wanted it no other way. Yet each has complete privacy and respects the privacy of others. The master suite occupies one-third of the space; it includes a den-office for Mr. Mendes, a bedroom with woodburning fireplace, and tremendous closets. Being a firm advocate of large closets and generously scaled bathrooms, architect Wright devoted nine hundred square feet to the master bath-dressing area. A balcony completely surrounds the upper floor, its many views include the pool and dining terrace below, and the adjacent waterway banked with trees. The exterior dining patio is elevated above the swimming pool for a better view, cantilevered over a lagoon for a floating effect, connected to the swimming decks by an arched wooden bridge. The lagoon is complete with fountain, reeds and water oriented plantings. With the work of the landscape designer, it becomes altogether a delightful setting for morning, noon or evening eating pleasure, quite close to the sliding glass wall of the kitchen for service. The architect became a good friend of the Mendes family. It is his conviction that clients such as they provide the reasons for a whole lifetime devoted to architecture. His own love for the house is clearly expressed, and this family shares that emotion about their home. People are people and houses are houses, with each family unique in their own way of living. Therefore, no two houses are quite the same. When architecture becomes true art, it is the result of the care and concern for it by all involved.
Country Club

The Woodlands Country Club, west of Fort Lauderdale, was designed for surrounding homeowners who enjoy golfing and the other Country Club social activities. There was no attempt made at Woodlands to develop a professional golfer-oriented course, to exploit commercially the beautiful grounds, to set competition over and above the average player's enjoyment. It is instead the recreational and social hub for its members, for people who come to Florida to get away from the concrete jungle type living - the city highrise, multiple living environment they left northern communities to escape. From moderate to luxury priced, well designed homes, it is within walking distance in this country atmosphere to one of the finest golf clubs in our area. The golf courses, both eighteen holes, were designed by the internationally recognized Robert Von Hagge and Bruce Devlin. They are qualified as championship courses, but Woodlands is strictly for the homeowner community membership. Wide fairways are carved out of the naturally rolling terrain. Surrounding Flor-

(continued)
View from west side of Woodlands shows the multi-level, sprawling Club and the fine landscaping.

Country Club

Ida pine trees provide a natural challenge along with the man-made lakes. It is difficult to get a flat lie. Traps are numerous, and manicured greens range from 6,000 to 10,000 square feet. At least fifteen of the thirty-six holes have water hazards, but these were included mostly for beauty since they seldom constitute trouble to the average player. Longest hole is 615 yards. Both courses are par 72, varying in length from 6,400 to 7,350 yards. Alan Freeman, native of Birmingham, England, and with twenty-one years experience, is the golf professional at Woodlands. Robert (Bobby) Heine is there as course superintendent. His background includes a degree in agronomy from Texas A & M, where he specialized in turf management. He is considered by Von Hagge, course designer, to be the best in the business, and to even the casual observer it would so seem. Woodlands Country Club has much to offer: a handsome tri-level clubhouse overlooking (continued)
At this open hearth, the chef serves food to order each week-night. Dining room also has a busy luncheon attendance.

Interior designer, Joseph Maxwell, created this unusual bar, including bar stools of Florida oak. Bar facing carpeted.
Country Club

Architects gave additional interest to entrance with arched beams and wooden ceiling, also river rock and native stone.

Reception area of Club shows how use of half levels gives visual approach to other areas, minimizes stair climbing.

the vistas of greenery, bounded by properties on all sides. These were primarily built by the Behring Corporation, as was the Country Club. It is a subdivision of interestingly designed homes, all within minutes of the Club's front door. Also at the front entrance the architect has provided the members and guests with a conveyor belt which moves the clubs to the lower level where they are placed on an electric cart which is ready for play a few steps from the locker room. Architectural use of wood, river rock and native stone are handsomely combined at the entryway, and these materials are carried into interior spaces, giving a large country lodge feeling to Woodlands. Retained by the Behring Corporation to design the sprawling multi-level building was the Fort Lauderdale firm of Bywaters and Duenmlling, who provided many interesting features to the multiple areas. Social spaces, dining areas, locker rooms, pro shop, administration facilities and service rooms had to be related to one another in such a way as to provide separation and still have easy traffic flow from one to the other. These challenges, though many in number, were adroitly handled by the young architects, who used vertical multi-level separations, some at half-level, which bring together the 40,000 some square feet of space and yet permit a visual continuity throughout. Appealing furnishings by the interior design firm of Joe Maxwell & Associates, social spaces flow attractively, one into another for dining, dancing, parties and bridge tournaments, all functions being well attended. The fact that the club is popularly used is credit to its conception and its team of designers. Food is excellent enough to make anyone wish to leave home once-in-a-while for a night out, while the daily luncheon time service is brisk. Manager of the Woodlands Country Club is popular William Mangin, around whose personality things appear to function with all smoothness. He has had thirty years' experience in club management, formerly in and around the New York City area. He is also an experienced golfer, has played with some of the best, knows most by first name. Early period lithographs in the upper corridor are items of interest, depicting golfing history, showing many famous-in-their-day clubs and (continued)
In main salon, acrylic rods of lighting fixtures carry light out to end for diffused illumination.

One of a number of powder arrangements in ladies' locker rooms, where down lighting and three way mirrors are popular.
Popular Pro-Shop at Woodlands Country Club is a golf shopper's paradise with everything from clubs to casual clothes.

Conveyor belt from Club's front entrance brings golf clubs to lower level where carts and golf clubs are stored.
Use of stained wood, river rock and native stone are in keeping with the design of the residences surrounding the Club.

Country Club

courses. These were supplied by the interior designer, Joe Maxwell. The Clubhouse boasts many original works of art, some of which are the work of the talented wife of one of the members of the Board of Directors. Most noteworthy and dramatic of all artwork are the large metal, pine bough sculptures, lighted for chandeliers in the high ceilinged main room. These were designed and created by artist-sculptor, Roy Butler. This ceiling is constructed of wood, and curved beams repeat in great scale the beams seen in the entrance to the building. Designer Maxwell is responsible for the interesting and unusual ceiling over this room’s bar, as well as the bar stools which can only be called an art feature. Bases are Florida oak logs, and one can imagine the search for that many pieces to be nearly uniform. Tops are of bright colored vinyl plastic, durable and comfortable. He has carried his cleat-proof carpet, used throughout, even up the front of the bar. Against white backgrounds and other neutral colors, some vinyl, some wood, bold punchy colors contribute to a cheerful, completely relaxing mood. Most attractive are the locker rooms, where carpeting again was used to cover handy benches—easy for dressing, for sitting. Club facilities have proven so popular, locker rooms have had to be expanded already, with plans for further enlargement. There is, of course, the traditional nineteenth hole with its dining accommodations and bar, as well as an outdoor kitchen and swimming pool. Terraces and patios are visible from most every window. A balcony around the upper level offers a beautiful vista. There is a place on the roof for dancing under the stars. Landscaping was coordinated and designed for the club by landscape architect, Walter Taft Bradshaw. A variety of colorful flowering trees enhance the surroundings. A meticulously-kept putting green is adjacent to the pro-shop—a shop of tempting and delightful merchandise, sporting equipment, golf supplies and casual sports-wear. This is a picture of year round Florida Country Club living.
Mr. and Mrs. Morrie Moss of Memphis, Tennessee live an envied life of retirement, enjoying their numerous, varied collections of fine art ranging from old Oriental carpets to paintings of unquestionable beauty and worth, plus jades, ivories, silver and more. They have been interested in art for many years—for ornamental value, profit appreciation, but most of all for the joy of collecting. When they decided on a part-time home in Florida, many of these objects d'art were brought along like good friends. After having experienced Miami Beach apartment living for a time, the Mosses became interested in seeking professional assistance to make the dwelling seem more permanent, reflecting their way of life and to create backgrounds which could feature more of their collections. Renee Marshall, NSID, was the ultimate selection to be their interior designer. Mrs. Marshall specializes in all-custom interiors, and is an avid art collector in her own right. Highly educated in the related fields of art, architecture, and interior design, she is also a nationally recognized color expert and has won many awards, taught courses, and given lectures reflecting her experience and expertise. Most attractive and youthful in appearance, Mrs. Marshall nonetheless has more than 26 years of design experience. Her first approach to a project is to conduct at least three meetings with the client, 'getting to know them,' after which she will survey her assignment for its architectural design defects and total design requirements. In the case of the Moss apartment, Mrs. Marshall was confronted at first glance with a living room both long and narrow to which she must create illusionary treatments. In order to divide this area into separate seating arrangements, a fireplace wall was devised with

Old French bronze Empire framed tray sits on restored and electrified Dutch brass hatrack in entrance foyer, both from early 1800's.
False fireplace wall was developed in order to visually divide long room into several seating and conversational areas, and also to conceal new wiring for a painting from the Moss collection. Specially designed mantel is crafted of wood bolection moulding, and furniture finished to a perfect imitation of marble. Pair of French bronze appliques were electrified.
Custom cabinets designed into a niche in the living room make a handsome setting for the Mosses' collection of Dorothy Doughty birds, one of the largest collections in the country. The shelves, lighted from above, are against a background of silver leaf. Concealed service trays are between the arched glass cabinets and cupboards below which store liquor and a variety of serving equipment. Living room desk has antique accessories, including a lamp made from a French bronze oil lamp.

Opposite end of the long living room is the music center, with custom designed cabinet to house equipment. Mrs. Marshall discovered a colorful pair of old Tatsumi vases which she made into lamps. Other lamp between the chairs is converted from a bronze French oil lamp, circa 1840. Sofa grouping opposite the fireplace wall is flanked by interesting antique accessories. The massively scaled painting over the sofa is the only major painting Mrs. Marshall selected to add to the Mosses' collection. Two individual Chinese figures of hardwood, carved teak, with ivory teeth and eyes were mounted on a special base, design into a conversation inspiring lamp. The rest on a tier of Chinese tables. On the other end of the sofa, the designer found a large, bronze Dragon vase to fashion into a lamp. A pair of Tatsumi plats were a choice discovery, and box-frame in suede make good wall decor above the Italian commode. Hand-woven off-white chenille fabric covers both the tuft sofa and French bergere. At the far end of the room, loosely hand-woven draperies cover corner windows drawn behind the crown moulding which serves as a foundation for an impressive custom designed man being placed on a false wall. The projection hides wiring desired for the illumination of a painting and for lighting a pair of antique appliques to flank it. The handsome mantle is a bolection mould, hand-carved to perfection, and finished to give the appearance of marble. Heavy crown moulding at the ceiling of the entire room is also hand-turned, and might be noted at this point that Mr. and Mrs. Moss had completed initial meetings with their interior designer, they departed, giving her full reign to do with their apartment as she desired, confident in her fine taste and abilities. They did not return until the last pillow was in place, and, credit to their own confidence placed, have changed one small item from its original installation. Wall coverings were applied to all walls after the large amount of architectural cabinetry and design features were installed. These backgrounds give color, texture and interest to every room. A partial niche in this living room, because of existing duct work, was natural for custom designed cabinets. The glass doors reveal shelving placed against a background covered with silver leaf, dull patina, setting for a large collection of Dorothy Doughty birds. The separation between the arched glass doors a cabinet area below is separated by what appears to be just a moulding trim. Actually, here are three concealed pull-out service shelves. The lower cupboard contain liquor and serving equipment.

In front of this total architectural treatment sits the living room desk, with decorative antique accessories, the last being a French bronze, converted lamp, circa 1840. Sofa grouping opposite the fireplace wall is flanked by interesting antique accessories. The massively scaled painting over the sofa is the only major painting Mrs. Marshall selected to add to the Mosses' collection. Two individual Chinese figures of hardwood, carved teak, with ivory teeth and eyes were mounted on a special base, design into a conversation inspiring lamp. The rest on a tier of Chinese tables. On the other end of the sofa, the designer found a large, bronze Dragon vase to fashion into a lamp. A pair of Tatsumi plats were a choice discovery, and box-frame in suede make good wall decor above the Italian commode. Hand-woven off-white chenille fabric covers both the tuft sofa and French bergere. At the far end of the room, loosely hand-woven draperies cover corner windows drawn behind the crown moulding which serves as a foundation for an impressive custom designed man being placed on a false wall. The projection hides wiring desired for the illumination of a painting and for lighting a pair of antique appliques to flank it. The handsome mantle is a bolection mould, hand-carved to perfection, and finished to give the appearance of marble. Heavy crown moulding at the ceiling of the entire room is also hand-turned, and might be noted at this point that Mr. and Mrs. Moss had completed initial meetings with their interior designer, they departed, giving her full reign to do with their apartment as she desired, confident in her fine taste and abilities. They did not return until the last pillow was in place, and, credit to their own confidence placed, have changed one small item from its original installation. Wall coverings were applied to all walls after the large amount of architectural cabinetry and design features were installed. These backgrounds give color, texture and interest to every room. A partial niche in this living room, because of existing duct work, was natural for custom designed cabinets. The glass doors reveal shelving placed against a background covered with silver leaf, dull patina, setting for a large collection of Dorothy Doughty birds. The separation between the arched glass doors a cabinet area below is separated by what appears to be just a moulding trim. Actually, here are three concealed pull-out service shelves. The lower cupboard contain liquor and serving equipment.
Another interesting focal point in the apartment living room is the large and colorful painting over this sofa facing the fireplace, only new one selected.

Completely charming and quite different from other decor of the Moss apartment is this second bedroom for guests and visiting family.
Pull out trays and
drawers in the cabinet
are of plexiglass for
unhampered viewing of
their contents.

room, the dining room furniture is all
designed by Mrs. Marshall. Under a glass
top, the unusual pedestal is hand-carved
from one piece of wood, taking one man
three months to carve. It has a pewter
leaf finish. The Doré bronze French chan­
delier was formerly a gas fixture, circa
1810. All carpeting throughout the living
and dining area is a champagne color, a
shag texture handwoven in Japan. The
same carpeting flows into the master bed-
(continued)

Luxury Apartment

as a petite cornice. A remaining false wall
is mirrored in bronze glass, a background
for a terra cotta Indian Grass Tree. The
large Chippendale table with impressive
brass tray top stands in front of this sofa.
A pair of old Tatsumi vases mounted on
special hand-carved bases make decora­
tive lamps. The custom crafted music
center is focal point of this area. Framed
against a fully draped background of the
same window fabric used in the living

Chairs and table for the
apartment were all
custom designed. Table
base is carved from
one piece of wood.
Unusual design for Moss
Powder Room is a surprise
and most delightful.
Fixtures are gold, onyx.

room. Here champagne and Wedgwood blue are the only two colors evident. Walls of Wedgwood match the trim of the draperies, which bear a heavy chenille border treatment. Wedgwood blue satin is behind wire grille doors of custom cabinets. It is also the fabric and color for one chair and a chaise lounge. It is the color used under champagne eyelet embroidered linen for the bedspread and upholstered headboard. On two bergères, the linen eyelet is in Wedgwood over champagne linen, a very interesting switch. Concealed in the cabinetry, pull-out plexiglass shelving and drawers give unhampered viewing of their contents. Uncarpeted, the foyer is floored with herringbone-laid Carrara marble. Feature highlight in this foyer is the Dutch brass hatrack, which was electrified. From the year 1860, its brasswork was so fine it had only need of polishing. By no means resembling an art gallery, the Mosses' apartment has become a thing of joy for themselves and their friends to enjoy.
Lake House

Wahl Snyder & Associates, Architects

Wahl Snyder, FAIA

Dean R. Cleussen, Contractor

It happens so fast in family life: one day the house is filled with bustling activities of the young; the next we find they have left the nest. In short order, the ‘goose and the gander’ start searching for a simpler way of life — minimum cares, maximum comfort! So with the Snyders desiring at this stage a minimum maintenance and care, easy to close-up for periodic traveling, and, if necessary — a help free house. The Lake house designed by Wahl Snyder, FAIA, and interiors by wife Jane Snyder, talented interior designer, is the result of careful planning and designing for this simpler way of life with a minimum of dependence on outside help and emphasis on comfort, view, security, simplicity of entertaining friends, and ease of buttoning-up for hurricanes. Concealed sliding doors and shutters across the lake side can be closed in a matter of minutes. The exterior is contemporary with overtones of a Polynesian tropical flavor. A wood-toned, terra cotta tile roof becomes more beautiful as it ages. Wide roof overhangs with sloped eaves make for minimum maintenance and maximum sun control. The walled front courtyards with iron gate entrances provide privacy and security from the street, while an open waterfront view to the south (continued)
Access to residence through iron-gated courtyard to left of entrance.
Treasured possession is sculpture by daughter. 'Little Girl with Bird,' it was gift for their 20th wedding anniversary.

from all living areas are of prime importance. Gardens were the luxury keynote for the new residence, and every room including the master bath-dressing area, has such a view. Since Mrs. Snyder's prime hobby is gardening, there is an abundance of rare tropical foliage and ferns. Happy colors were chosen for interiors: lime green, citron yellow, fern green and Gulf stream blues. As whimsy played a subtle role in the accessories and with the gaiety of colors and lightness, visitors of all ages have fun at the Lake house. The built-in barbecue in the Lanai plus the one in the kitchen oven provide a choice of cooking, either formal or informal meals. Interior dining table facilities or the terrace setting stimulate a variety of dining areas. A very simple, but complete, bar with wine racks, liquor and set-up storage drawers, plus under-counter refrigerator and bar sink, make the 'happy house' not a chore but a pleasure. Folding louvered doors close this area. Closet space and storage areas, the theme song of all housewives, have not been neglected. There are a multitude of built-in features. In fact, the theme song is, 'There is a time and place for everything.' An adequate double garage was widened eight additional feet which provides a delightful hobby space overlooking Lake Sabal. Power tools for wood-working, kiln and ceramic area and an easel always set up for painting are part of this leisure time area. The house is sprinkled with needlepoint pillows, enamel ashtrays, ceramic
The inverted, papered tray ceiling contributes note of elegance to formal living room, elevated for view of lake. Reaction to this charming decor is that of 'lemons and limes.' It opens to expanse of outside views and lake breeze.
Interior dining room planned for flow-through to lanai when entertaining large groups. All areas enjoy view of Lake.

Yellow and white kitchen has large passthrough to lanai serving area.
figurines and paintings created by the owners. Living rooms in Florida seem to have developed into great entrance halls in the past. The Sabal Lake house sits in a location of the property with the view of the lake achieved by elevating the living room floor two steps. This 14'X14' foot space is ideal in size for direct conversation and coziness. A log burning fireplace is the focal point, opposing the view of the lake, and it is framed with panels of diamond-shaped gridded treillage. The treillage also divides the entrance foyer from the living room, and frames a handsome floor to ceiling arched divider from the large informal family room. This area, referred to as the Tropical Room, is flanked on three sides by sliding glass doors, thirty-six feet of view and ventilation making the outdoors a part of indoor air conditioned living. Moonlight on the lake's ripples can be observed equally to the multitude of varieties of birds feeding on the waterside patio seed huts. The 30"X72" Grecian tub with private garden view adds a bit of the Old World luxury to a contemporary dressing room. The master bedroom with three exposures commands a view of the lake with a lounging and breakfast porch in the interior. Blue bachelor button flowers and sprays of fern on a white background were chosen as the decorating pattern of the room. Grass-green wall-to-wall carpeting ties in magnificently with the greenery and grass beyond. Fruitwood furniture seems to be natural here, as do the trunks (continued)
Interlaced living areas can be studied in this view taken from lakeside – happy place to live or visit.

Guestroom is off-white and fern green. Hawaiian Tree Fern in garden, is motif on wallpaper. Note treillage cornice.
Lake House

and branch structures of the trees in the vista. Only a two bedroom residence, the guest room at opposite end accommodates frequent visits from their family. A charming suite, it also features its own walled-for-privacy garden, and the profusion of plantings is dominated by a large Hawaiian Tree Fern. This same fern is the pattern in green on white wallpaper. Actually this well known architect will be number one to say that this is the first home he designed expressly for them. While they did live in a Snyder house at one time, it was a matter of expediency — having to move quickly and deciding to move into a house he had designed and built for speculation. They remained there for thirteen years. An interim house was purchased, a lovely two story rambling structure on a beautifully large, wooded lot. They remodeled it extensively and it became a showcase in its own right. There was plenty of room, even a greenhouse, for Mrs. Snyder to grow her prize-winning roses and many varieties of tropical specimens. She had a large part in the development of this second house, but gave her designer husband complete leeway in the planning of the new residence. 'After all' she stated, 'my husband should know our needs after all these years. Why, I didn't even look at the blueprints!'
The landscaped esplanade was so designed as to blend into the city park, and permits pleasing pedestrian circulation.

Hartford Building

Kemp, Bunch & Jackson, Architects

Van Wagener & Searcy, Mechanical Engineers
Smith, Hardaker & Huddleston, Structural Engineers
Frank J. Rooney, Inc., General Contractor
Wallis-Streissau & Associates, Landscape Architects

Located adjacent to Lake Eola and its surrounding park, the Hartford Building is afforded a unique garden setting in downtown Orlando. This newest addition to the Orlando skyline houses the regional home offices of the Hartford Insurance Group and provides, through interior flexibility, a variety of tenant office facilities. The building utilizes office space surrounding a central structural core which contains all service facilities including elevators, stairs, and toilet rooms. This office space is carefully proportioned to provide a maximum amount of exterior window exposure, thus allowing extensive interior subdivision. Planning was carefully studied to provide maximum flexibility for subdivision of interior spaces, and maximum efficiency for space use and for the service requirements. Construction costs were also a large consideration in the total architectural design, since the building was intended primarily to be an investment. Rising elegantly from a paved base the simplicity of the building form is sharply delineated by vertical cast stone fins. These fins are expressions of the structural columns and also serve to enclose the piping and duct risers for the perimeter air conditioning system. A bronze curtain wall was used between the fins to organize large paired (continued)
A bold, dignified form, simply expressed with contrasting vertical elements creates a strongly unified and impressive building mass.

Hartford Building

The abstract composition of faceted surfaces and window framing of the Hartford Building captures the sun and sky in its framework.
This building offers a new element of special definition to Orlando's beautiful park.

windows and spandrels into complementary, yet contrasting, vertical elements. The curtain wall terminates with a wide bronze surfaced aluminum band at the top of the building. This band is located at the 14th and 15th floor levels where all of the mechanical equipment and building service is located. Bronze colored aluminum and tinted glass was used throughout the building. The cast stone fins have a surface of crushed amber and translucent white quartz. The warm exterior colors were carried into the building interiors, where, in the building lobby, bronze doors and trim enhance the beautiful texture of travertine marble walls and floor. The lobby serves as an impressive entrance to two large ground floor tenant spaces. The building is set back from the major street frontage on two sides allowing a spacious pedestrian esplanade that is insulated from traffic with broad areas of planting. The landscape concept creates a pleasing exterior environment that is an extension of the adjacent public park. Integration of lawn areas, similar plant masses and tree groupings were utilized to complement the informality of the park, yet relate to the rigid forms of the office tower. Set amidst the landscaping are several ground level visitor parking spaces. A new parking structure constructed solely for the use of the building occupants is located immediately across the street. Custom designed fountains on a street side of the building are set in marble pools, reminiscent of the elaborately lighted display fountain in the middle of the lake. Reflection of the water and Florida skies are seen in the window walls, just as the building's bronze tones are mirrored in the waters of Eola. The Hartford structure blends into greenery, into the heart of Orlando's business district, and into its well-loved community park. Consistent with the company's policy, Hartford Plazas here and in other cities bring beauty to the site, rather than replacing this character with concrete.
Although accustomed to living in a private home, Mr. and Mrs. John Becker now prefer and enjoy apartment living on the Gulf of Mexico. Their Lions Gate apartment was chosen because it possessed a magnificent view of the Gulf toward the West, South and North. The Beckers like to entertain small groups at home and the furniture arrangement lends itself to the maximum enjoyment of the view and comfort of guests. The living room over-draperies are printed of green, burnt orange and a touch of blue, yellow and gold. A solid wall opposite the sliding glass doors to the Gulf, is covered in the same fabric, backed with paper and applied as wallpaper. The rug is off-white to blend with the walls and casement curtains. These curtains diffuse the light but do not strike the view when drawn. Colors for upholstery were selected by the interior designer to harmonize with the drapery fabric, as well as the stripe on the dining chairs. Adding sparkle to the decor are several pieces of painted furniture. Mrs. Becker's bedroom has two views as well as opening onto the balcony. Painted furniture was used throughout, complemented by colorful draperies and bed coverings of greens and blues. Mr. Becker's bedroom, not pictured, has as the basis for a colorful scheme glazed green, Italian Provincial furniture with off-white trim. These colors are reflected in the hall and dressing area, as well as the bathroom wallpaper. The den can serve as an extra bedroom, as it is equipped with a sofabed. The walls in this room are of beige grasscloth, with the wood-work painted and glazed to match. Curtain fabric is printed linen of greens, gold, rust and cobalt blue. One chair matches the curtain fabric, another is in a textured fabric with matching ottoman. Included by the interior designer in this most workable room is a fruitwood desk positioned for viewing the southern beaches of Naples. By the selection of a Lions Gate apartment, the Beckers were able to combine elegant and tasteful surroundings with relaxed living, so much a part of Naples-on-the-Gulf.

The warm colors employed in the living room are enhanced by azure hues of Gulf waters and sky.
Carried through to the dining room also facing directly on the Gulf, is the openness and aura of sun and sea.

Delicate in color while handsome in proportion, is this bedroom with private access to balcony.
When Mrs. V. Manning Hoffman of Washington, D. C. decided on Florida living for a part of each year, she desired a cheerful comfortable apartment residence, which would provide room for visits from children and several grandchildren. A corner-view suite was selected in Point of Americas on the Atlantic Ocean, offering inspiring views by day and night of the Gulf Stream waters. It is near south Fort Lauderdale's Port Everglades. Mrs. Hoffman entrusted Ken McKinney, A.I.D. of Rablen-Shelton Interiors to evolve a charming and homey plan for her apartment. He designed the living room around a delightful English chintz fabric, used for side draperies and swagged valances. This fabric is repeated on the downy-soft sofa. Colors overall are avocado, daffodil yellow, with touches of cobalt-blue—all very pleasant and inviting. One particular 'find' in the living room (continued)
A.I.D. designer McKinney selected English chintz for draperies and sofa covering. Colors from this fabric were used in the choice of other covered pieces. Painting reflects these also.

Accessorizing was a painting by Franz Ballinger, featured above the sofa. Mr. Ballinger, a fine artist specializes in Everglades nics. The adjacent breakfast room is particularly appealing. A cheerful yellow green on white background wallcovering is complemented by the window treatment fashioned of lemon-peach fabric. The panoramic view is one of bathers on the beach, sailing vessels and larger ships constantly passing by on the blue seas. Verdant green gardens are seen in all windows of this apartment. Mrs. Hoffman's bedroom is restful in colors of soft green and gold. Rather elegant French furniture with painted finish makes an altogether pleasant room. The guest room is designed around a green and white chintz with a treillage pattern giving a den feeling. All furnishings were selected carefully and with discriminate taste. The total result is gracious apartment living.

Furnishings in Mrs. Hoffman's bedroom period design noted in the headboard, marbre chests and French bergere chairs.
A large number of trees, shrubs, and boulders were brought in from California and so arranged as to duplicate the traditional Japanese garden.
An impressive sight is the twelve-peaked, ceramic barrel-tiled roof of Benihana in Fort Lauderdale, a most unusual and unique Japanese steakhouse.

Benihana

Arthur Nicholas Hosking III, Architect

Don Rutledge Interiors
Don Rutledge, Interior Designer

Garland Faulkner, Lighted Sculptures

R. J. Hunt Construction Co., Contractor

J. Laurent Brown, Landscape Designer

Newcomers to Fort Lauderdale who find themselves driving along the city’s newest “in” street, East Commercial Boulevard, can be expected to gaze in wonderment at the elegant promenade of shops and night spots. Then, as they reach the crest of the Intracoastal Waterway bridge, their eyes are filled with a shimmering sea of blue. Not the Atlantic Ocean, but the twelve-peaked, ceramic, barrel-tiled roof of one of the most unusual restaurants in South Florida and in the nation. This is the Benihana of Tokyo Steak House in Lauderdale-By-The Sea that has been described as the most authentic, free standing Jap- (continued)
Benihana

anese restaurant in the United States. The story behind the coming of Benihana to Florida is as intriguing as the restaurant itself. It was during his years in Japan in the early 1960's as an executive with a large department store chain that O. Bruce Hyatt came to know and admire the Japanese people — their customs, their food, their architecture, and the tranquility of their way of life. His initial contact with the people of the Orient dates back to the time of the Korean War, when he was among a group of decorated soldiers (he had been awarded the Bronze Star) who were given a tour of Asian countries on a good-will mission. It was in the Spring of 1969 that Hyatt made his decision to leave his position to bring a truly authentic Japanese country inn to his home state of Florida. A native of Miami, Hyatt spent weeks searching for the site for his restaurant — checking properties from Miami to Palm Beach. Then, he found what he was looking for — just across the Intracoastal from Fort Lauderdale, nestled by the water in the town of Lauderdale-By-The-Sea. It was one of the few such choice locations still available in the greater Fort Lauderdale area. Hyatt's next step was finding the right architect to design a structure which would duplicate what he had seen during his stay in Japan. His goal was to bring total Japanese environment to the Gold Coast, and finding the right man to design Benihana was a vital factor in his plans, after interviewing several architects, Hyatt went to see a young man who had come highly recommended — Arthur Nicholas Hosking III. Hyatt carefully outlined what he had in mind and what he wanted to achieve. As he talked, he noticed that Hosking was doodling away on a sheet of paper. Thinking the architect was not interested, Hyatt was about to walk out, when Hosking pushed his paper over to Hyatt and asked him if that was what he had in mind. It was a basic, rough sketch, and the more he looked at it, the more Hyatt realized that this was "it." And the finished product today is actually a duplication of that original sketch. During the course of construction, it became obvious that Hyatt was aiming for exciting authenticity. Thousands of blue, ceramic roof tiles were imported from Nagoya, Japan, and Japanese roofing specialists were flown in from Tokyo to install the tiles on the Benihana roof. Shortly thereafter, six carpenters from Japan were brought in to install the in-

Wooden walkways and bridges invite leisurely strolls through the authentically landscaped gardens. Here, one of several very old stone lanterns.
In the lovely Japanese inspired gardens, this Bonsai tree stands symbolic. It seems to watch the wedding of the roof line with the water line.

Benihana

terior beams. Using hand tools that date back for hundreds of years, the carpenters amazed members of the construction crew with their skill and dexterity. The touch of Japan was even extended to the topping off, when a miniature Japanese tree was utilized during the ceremonies. The Japanese theme was carried out also in the landscaping and the interior of the restaurant. A large number of trees, shrubs, and boulders were brought in from California and so arranged as to duplicate the traditional Japanese garden. A local craftsman designed and built the waterfall that is complemented by a lily pond and wooden bridge. Stone lanterns, a water stone, and other items that were purchased by Hyatt in Japan are an integral part of the landscaping. Inside, there is another Japanese garden in the gallery area that features a 500-year-old Buddha statue, a stone bridge, and the Japanese miniature tree. While Hyatt was traveling to Japan to obtain many of the items to be utilized in the Benihana decor, his interior designer, Don Rutledge, was scouring the United States in search of furnishings to complement the art objects to be placed in various areas of the restaurant. A number of items were specially designed by the interior designer. With each of the five dining rooms bearing the Japanese name of a flower, Don Rutledge commissioned metal sculptor, Garland Faulkner, to create decorative chandeliers appropriate for each room. The five flowers involved are: peony (Botan); fugu mum (Kiku); poppies (Keshi); magnolia (continued)
This is the awe-inspiring view of the multi-peaked roofline, as seen from the crest of the bridge over the Intracoastal Waterway.
This outstanding wedding kimono is displayed on lacquered stand, itself 1840 AD. Displayed to either side, valuable art collection, dating back hundreds of years.
Gallery where visitors may see Japanese art centuries old. Gold leaf screen from the Kano school.

With semblance of privacy in each dining room, all have view to gardens and water.
A dining room is named after a Japanese flower. Metal chandeliers represent the room's flower name. These chandeliers provide the key atmosphere in each dining room, where furnishings are kept to a minimum in true Oriental tradition. Guests are charmed by Eastern hospitality as they are greeted by colorful Kimono-clad hostesses. In one of five intimate dining rooms, seven or eight people are seated at tables with stainless steel cooking surfaces. At this point a Japanese chef appears, wheeling a tiered cart laden with baskets of shrimp, chicken, steak, Oriental vegetables and the tools of his trade. The preparation and presentation of food is the entertainment at Benihana. Another unique feature is the Tatami Room lounge, where guests remove their shoes before being seated on Japanese mats around low tables. The views of authentic outside garden designs are subtly controlled to permit only partial exposure of landscaping, so that a new experience is created from each and every area. Most diners walk in the gardens during their visit. The design of the interior of Benihana was created so as to permit the display of Hyatt's large Oriental art collection, but in a quiet, subtle manner. In the foyer and on shelves behind glass are several rare items, including jade statues that date back several centuries, and in the gallery are large colorful Japanese screens. The art objects provide visitors with a true Japanese art gallery. The translation of Benihana is "red flower," and an emblem depicting this flower appears on the menus, on the napkins, and even on the glazed serving dishes that were imported from Japan. Another touch of Japan is evident in Benihana's tall sign. Known as a "torii," it is a duplication of the torii found in Japan that stands by Shinto shrines, and ancient castles. It signifies a gateway. This torii was also brought into the design of the large metal entrance doors, designed by Garland Faulkner. And completing the total Japanese environment are the members of the staff. All of the chefs are from Japan, and all of the hostess-waitresses (continued)
are Orientals. The moment one enters the hand-sculptured doors of Benihana, East truly meets West. This was Hyatt's goal; he is now laying plans for establishing additional Benihana restaurants in other parts of Florida. During the construction period, he encountered a number of problems and red tape in bringing craftsmen from Japan, but eventually was successful in his negotiations with immigration authorities and local unions. Overseeing the overall development was the architect, Hosking, who worked closely with the contractor, Richard Hunt, to assure the maintenance of authenticity in building the unique structure. In summarizing the architectural philosophy leading to his design of Benihana, Hosking stated: "Architecture is the result of careful planning and design to solve not only a functional problem but an aesthetic problem as well. Functional problems are easily definable, and while some of the solutions leave a great deal to be desired, most buildings are laid out with some solution to the physical needs in mind. What distinguishes a building from a work of architecture is the aesthetic expression of the physical function. The architect must deal with this intangible quality, because the result of his efforts will be experienced rather than seen. Defining the aesthetic problem in a building is a most difficult assignment. It is for this reason that it is so often overlooked. In the case of the Benihana of Tokyo Steak House, the problems were clearly defined: Create a facility capable of serving 200 people delicious, authentic Japanese cuisine in a totally Japanese environment. The simple solution is to copy a Japanese structure, but to copy is not to create architecture.

Important to remember, of course, is that Japanese architecture is scaled to Japanese life and culture. The physical location of this structure dictates the need to satisfy the Western patron, both physically and aesthetically. The solution, well expressed in these photographs, is a contemporary design accented with only the flavor of eastern subtleties and detail. The multi-peak roof expresses a feeling of interlocked tea houses and physically expresses the multi-level interior which allows patrons to dine intimately with an otherwise open space." In summary, Benihana shows at once the result of much thought and mutual concern of the client, architect, builder, landscape designer and interior designer. Their teamwork is a credit to the architecture and culture of both East and West.
Bar top is beautifully grained wood centered with panel runner of stainless steel. Intracoastal is viewed through back-bar opening.

Guests enjoy popular tatami room and the attendant broad view of surrounding gardens while comfortably seated on floor cushions.

Knapp & Tubbs

America’s oldest and largest distributor of fine decorative furniture

7321 2ND N.E. AVENUE, MIAMI

ALSO IN NEW YORK • CHICAGO • CLEVELAND • GRAND RAPIDS • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA
Residence of:
Mr. and Mrs. John Hellig
Point of Americas

Jack Sell & Son
INTERIORS INC.
ESTABLISHED 18 YEARS
2617 E. SUNRISE BLVD., FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33304 — PHONES 564-1732 • 564-2051
A word aptly describing each lighting fixture designed by the craftsmen of the Studio of Lighting.

For a unique viewing experience, we invite you to visit our showroom.

STUDIO OF LIGHTING
708 N.E. FIRST AVE. / MIAMI, FLA.
(305) 373-2171

Natural beauty of copper, steel and brass in a 20 ft. sculptured tree designed and executed by Vincent Payez

Location: Lobby of Carriage House
54th Street at Collins Avenue.
Miami Beach, Florida

Vincent Payez
207 N.E. 39th St. Miami Fla. 33137 Tel. 758-1241
There is, or will be, a Wellington Hall near you to fill every Decorating and Interior Design need you may have.
Guest room of Moss Apartment designed by Renee Marshall, featured editorially on page 29. Our furniture is also in the Snyder residence, pages 35 and 36.

DISTINCTIVE FURNITURE
CUSTOM DESIGNED
BY EMPIRE

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE: Hargri, Inc.
HARGRI BLD., 212 W. KINZIE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
MEMBER: RESOURCES COUNCIL INC.
NSID TRADE MEMBER

COMPREHENSIVE DISPLAY
INSTITUTIONAL MART OF AMERICA
3796 LAMAR AVENUE, MEMPHIS, TENN. 34118

Armoire with desk designed by Renee Marshall, NSID.

Empire Furniture Factory and Rattan Works

4118 PONCE DE LEON BOULEVARD • CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA 33146
CUSTOM CARPETS, INC.

75 N.E. FORTIETH ST. • MIAMI, FLORIDA • 305-757-3541

WUNDA WEAVE BROADLOOM DESIGNED AND SCULPTURED

Available through Custom Carpets, Inc., Miami Showroom serving all Florida designers and architects with the finest quality in carpeting and unlimited design.

CUSTOM CARPETS, INC. - 75 NORTHEAST 40TH STREET - MIAMI, FLORIDA 33137

Photo of lobby in Palm Beach Towers — Installed by Holiday Carpet Service, Inc.
PINE BOUGH SCULPTURE SEEN IN WOODLANDS COUNTRY CLUB

SCULPTURE • FOUNTAINS
ARCHITECTURAL PIECES
COPPER • BRASS • SILVER ALLOY

ROY BUTLER
SCULPTOR, INC.

7341 N.W. 11th STREET, PLANTATION, FLORIDA 33313 PHONE 584-4501
INTERIOR DECORATION
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
ANTIQUES
ENGLISH-MADE REPRODUCTIONS
18th and 19th CENTURY PAINTINGS

Lynwood Drake Jr. and Associates, Inc.
Interior Design

2400 E. LAS OLAS BOULEVARD
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33301
AREA 305 525-0256
Residence of Mr. and Mrs. Morton Get in Coral Gables. Interior Design by Don Rutledge Interiors.
Interior Design becomes an art when it truly reflects the people sheltered within, a space responding to their human emotions. This Penthouse living-dining room mirrors the casual charm of its residents. While a more formal living room lies beyond this area, here is the hub of family activities. They and their many friends gravitate to its warmth and comfort. Designed with the air of the English Country House, two walls of sliding glass nonetheless overlook miles of tropical blue waters and islands dotting Biscayne Bay. There are as many kinds of decor for Family Rooms as there are units of related people. Why not make your surroundings completely rewarding?
Many people prefer to avoid the responsibility of leading—it is easier to follow. However, Holland Salley, Inc. has been selected year after year to guide the discriminating Neopolitan in creative and tastefully designed interiors. It is our desire to continue to offer the most comprehensive collection of home furnishings, lamps, accessories, and beautiful objects d'art to be found anywhere, in keeping with the good style which is Naples.
Living Room

Residence for
Mr. & Mrs. R. P. Herzfeld
Royal Palm
Boca Raton, Florida

GEORGE L. JEFFORDS A.I.D.
JEAN LAIRD
THOMAS P. WALSH A.I.D.

720 EAST PALMETTO PARK ROAD, BOCA RATON, FLORIDA
Florida's Leading Interior Design Firm

Rablen-Shelton Interiors

609 EAST on LAS OLAS, FORT LAUDERDALE

Excellence
dining room designed by renee marshall, n.s.i.d.

160 NORTHEAST 40th STREET • MIAMI, FLORIDA 33137 • PHONE 757-9452 • 751-4452
"Let's go upstairs to the Country Club!"

Step in the elevator... press the button marked "R" for Rooftop... and play golf — swim — bask in the sun — chat with neighbors — or entertain your guests at a luncheon-bridge 200 feet above sea level. It's the most exclusive Rooftop Club in Fort Lauderdale — your own Private Island in the Sky. Membership is reserved for only 93 families — the apartment owners in SUNRISE EAST. Only a few "memberships" still available. Prices, from $38,900 to $150,000.

An ocean view for daytime... and a city view for nighttime!
Our great adventure is total concept, interior packages. We embarked on it to create total environments. The familiarity of Traditional... the flair of Contemporary... the warmth and color of Tropical... the charm of Colonial... all can be achieved with Interpack interior environments.

Furniture, draperies and accessories have been preselected and coordinated by Interpack designers. The choice of styles, fabrics and colors is a matter of individual preference and budget.

Obviously, we feel there's a great future in what we do, for developers-builders such as Behring Corp., Haft-Gaines Co. and for America.
OPAL TOWERS...
GEM OF THE GOLD COAST

OPAL TOWERS is the Ocean-to-Intracoastal estate in lush, beautiful, tropical Hillsboro Beach . . . where the clean, warm air goes for the winter.

HILLSBORO BEACH is in the center of Florida's wonderful Gold Coast . . . north of the congestion of Fort Lauderdale and just south of the calm beauty of Boca Raton.

OPAL TOWERS has its own dock on the Intracoastal Waterway and 400 feet of sandy beach on the blue Atlantic. Opal Towers has three residence buildings . . . the new concept in condominium living.

OPAL TOWERS is within minutes of deep sea fishing, fashion shopping, fine dining and harness horse racing. Within a half hour's drive are 40 golf courses for your playing pleasure.

OPAL TOWERS model apartments are open for your inspection at 1149 Highway A1A, Hillsboro Beach, Fla., just three miles south of Boca Raton.

OPAL TOWERS is now under construction with construction financing by The Miami Beach First National Bank of the United Banking Group.

DEVELOPER: WALTER B. SCHREIBER
FOR SALES INFORMATION: TELEPHONE (305) 390-1150
You may have a hard time deciding which Rutenberg model to buy. Everything else will be easy.

We have the experience (15 years, over 6,500 homes worth) to understand that a custom home can be a trying experience for the buyer.

So Rutenberg Homes offers a “touch-all-bases” service that makes sure you end up with the home you started out looking for in the first place.

For example, the land. If you don’t own a lot, we’ll help you find one. In a location you consider the right one, not in a location where we happen to own land.

For another example, financing. We not only help in placing financing you can live with, we also make sure you understand what it is you’re paying for and why.

For still another example, information. When you buy a home, you’re anxious to know how it’s coming along. We let you know. With periodic progress reports, accompanied by photos.

Most important of all, we craft our homes to encompass the qualities people tell us they want—roominess, privacy, elegance, efficiency and dramatic design.

Rutenberg Homes

Cape Coral—5332 Coronado Parkway • Clearwater—1676 Bellicir Road • Fort Myers—5029 McGregor Boulevard
Largo—11221 Oakhurst Road • Naples—2001 Crayton Road • St. Petersburg—1975 Kansas Avenue N.E. • Sarasota—2040 Beneva Road
A division of U.S. Home and Development Corporation, listed on the American Stock Exchange
In The Very Heart Of Beautiful Fort Lauderdale

Midway between the ocean and the Intracoastal... 2 minutes from the beach... 5 minutes from Saks Fifth Avenue and Jordan Marsh Sunrise Shopping Center... 8 minutes from Bahia Mar Yacht Basin... and just minutes away from Fort Lauderdale’s finest restaurants. Model open for inspection daily... 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ... Come see The White Egret... a home cleverly disguised as an apartment. Prices start at $25,000.

- Private Balcony
- Wide Windows of Tinted, Tempered Glass
- Individually Controlled Temperature System
- Separate Foyer and Kitchen Entrances
- All Electric Kitchen, Automatic Oven, Refrigerator, with Automatic Ice-maker, Dishwasher, Disposal
- Entrances from Master Bedroom and Living Room to Private Balcony
- Tiled Bathroom, Roomy Bath-Shower Combination
- Spacious Walk-in Closets
- Excellent Cross Ventilation
- Laundry Rooms and Trash Chutes
- Adequate Parking for Owners and Guests
- Master Television Antenna
- Swimming Pool
- Club Room, Sauna Baths
- Shuffleboard
- Putting Green
- Landscaped Grounds and Gardens
- High Speed Elevators
- 24 Hour Doormen
- 24 Hour Security Guard

If you cannot visit our beautiful models—Please send for a free brochure. The White Egret—2231 North Ocean Boulevard (A1A)

A LUXURY CONDOMINIUM PROUDLY PRESENTED BY

Hamilton Properties, Inc.

A Division of the Bryn Mawr Group
INDIVIDUALITY - - - EVERY DESIGN ASSIGNMENT HAS ITS OWN IDENTITY. IN THE CASE OF THE EMERALD HILLS COUNTRY CLUB THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE CLUBHOUSE DOMINATED THE COURSE TO BE TAKEN WITH THE INTERIORS. STARK CONTEMPORARY HAD TO BE SUPPRESSED WITH THE USE OF WARM CORK BARK—VELOUR WALLCOVER—WOOD TONES AND WOOD CARVINGS DESIGNED BY LOU CLERICO AND EXECUTED BEAUTIFULLY BY "JOAN OF ART" STUDIOS. THE CONTRAST BETWEEN SHINING CHROME STRIPS AND WARM COLOR AND ACCESSORIES WAS SHARP AND CONCLUSIVE TO THE SATISFACTION OF MANAGEMENT AND MEMBERS ALIKE.

LOUIS R. CLERICO ASSOCIATES
54 N.E. 64th STREET, MIAMI FLORIDA 33136
CABLE: CLERIDES
TELEPHONE: 305-754-3266
Main lobby Seacoast Towers South, Miami Beach. Design and specifications by Geraldine Farmer.
Environment
is everything!

Now, new showrooms in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. Ask
your designer, dealer or architect to open our doors for you.

A T Euster
Furniture Company

America's finest...and one of the largest wholesale furniture showrooms catering exclusively to the trade.

MIAMI
3300 Northeast Second Avenue
Phone (305) 377-6611

FT. LAUDERDALE
1940 Federal Highway
Phone (305) 566-2494

Catalogue available. Please write.
Handsome entrance beckons guests to visual and gustatory pleasures within.

Much like a beautiful package, Louis R. Clerico designed, sealed and delivered his finished concept of a truly exceptional restaurant to his client, Lum's, Incorporated. This is the Gibson Girl Restaurant located in the Miami Airport Inn. Clerico, working in a series of analyses to develop a concept of the new restaurant, decided that a contrast to the hustle and bustle of the world beyond the doors would be welcomed by busy airline executives and passengers from nearby Miami International Airport. This atmosphere was achieved by reviving an extravagant era of romanticism, relaxation and refinement taken from the American scene. He selected the 1890's as his theme and therein drew heavily upon the works of Alfred Dana Gibson, the creator of the Gibson Girl. Considered were the many factors that enter into the formation of a great restaurant—site, architecture, spacial adaptations, interior design, traffic flow, (continued)
Beautifully reproduced sketches of Alfred Dana Gibson are translated into murals in cocktail lounge area.

Gibson Girl

Paneled black mahogany canopy defines bar proper.

food and service and landscaping. The object was to achieve the best possible accommodations for the guests and the most efficient work areas for the employees. As there were no lovely vistas to incorporate into the scheme, lighting played an important part in setting an atmosphere of serenity and intimacy by the utilization of rheostats throughout to create subtle variations of illumination. The entrance doors are laminated rosewood with amber glass inserts bordered with black mahogany. Both doors are flanked by matching rosewood panels featuring two Williamsburg brass lanterns of weathered copper. Upon entering, the eye is irresistibly drawn to a magnificent over two-hundred year old breakfront which has been completely restored to its original splendor of rich polished mahogany with elaborately sculptured columns, drawers and compartments. The glass doors are ornamented with Doré bronze filigree handsome wood carved panels and set in elm burl. Within the foyer also are several Victorian pieces all of which are placed upon a
Intimate seating margins the center length of dining room.

Gibson Girl

vivid red and black carpet imported from England and against a richly embossed gold vinyl wall covering. Heavily framed pictures of the Gibson Girl are displayed here along with posters and plaques. A life-sized sketch of the Gibson Girl is laminated on the door of the women’s lounge accompanied by that of a gentleman of the Victorian era on that of the men’s lounge. The bar is entered from the left of the foyer and features a marble-like top surface, ebony arm rest and overall a canopy of black mahogany. Settees are of diamond-tufted red velour separated by panels of amber and cranberry plexi-glass. The adjacent lounge is furnished with small tables set on black antique cast iron Florentine bases and on the sides are settees covered in red velour centered by round tables of black mahogany. The doorway leading to the main dining room is hung with red velvet through which a parquet floor for dancing passes to adjoin a small stage. The dining room is a burst of brilliant color from the red and black floral carpet to the chandeliers and sconces of cranberry glass. Mahogany spindles and fluted columns give the room a feeling of being separated into two private areas while retaining the atmosphere of a large dining salon. The diamond-tufted settees contrast handsomely against the wallcover of gold foil flocked in red. In keeping with the theme of the 1870’s the costumes of the waitresses were specially designed and modified from those worn during this era. The back room is reminiscent of the meeting places of Tammany Hall politicians. Here black bentwood chairs are used in keeping with the dadoes and ceiling beams of black mahogany; the wall spaces above the dadoes show a sculptured wood effect and are decorated with paintings and posters of famous characters of the Gay Nineties. This masculine room is equipped with a stand-up bar for the use of patrons attending special meetings and is closed off from the general public areas.
Colorful dining room is mellowed by patina of fine woodworking of furnishings and structural decor.

Beauty of design in depth is especially apparent looking from the lounge into the grand dining salon.
Guests are attended by Gibson Girl in well appointed dining room.

Gibson Girl

Paintings and other mementos of the Gay Nineties are displayed in this private dining and meeting room.
Adaptable chandelier lighting for dining table near pass-through from provincial kitchen. Yellow-greens and whites carry into living room.

Model Apartments

Wellington Hall, Interiors

Florence Anderson, A.I.D., Designer

For Florida at least this is the back-to-apartment living era. Unlike other parts of the Eastern Seaboard where space is very limited, making apartments a must, Florida still has plenty of land to build on, fine homes to purchase in any price range. It is usually after children are off to school and two or three cars are out of the driveway the opportunity for a choice comes: whether to worry with the care and maintenance of a house and grounds, or find a more relaxed way of spending later retirement years. It was retirement that brought the Walter B. Schreibers to Florida. They had vacationed here for twenty years, and Florida living was their dream. They purchased a lovely home in Fort Lauderdale on Isle Bahia. However, Mr. Schreiber, former owner of a large Detroit manufacturing plant, found he couldn’t really retire. He began to invest in Florida real estate, and among his purchases were a number of existing luxury highrise buildings. He began to contemplate highrise living and its many advantages that seemed so appealing. Finally, having purchased four hundred feet of invaluable oceanfront property in the secluded and exclusive Hillsboro Beach area, Mr. Schreiber started his first large-scale building project. It was to be three ten-story towers, two on the oceanfront and one on the Intracoastal...
Waterway side of the property. With condominium ownership of the apartments, all would have access to the long beautiful sand beach. Called Opal Towers, named for Mrs. Schreiber, the luxury units were priced well within range of other such Gold Coast buildings. The Frank J. Rooney Construction Company was selected as general contractor. This firm has constructed many large buildings all over the state, particularly highrise apartments in South Florida. Chosen to illustrate the wide potential of the apartment suite spaces was Wellington Hall of Fort Lauderdale. Wellington Hall’s name can be seen elsewhere in Florida as this is a small (continued)

Seating in this living room is oriented to the view of sliding door window wall overlooking the Atlantic, and also the enclosed bar and television unit.
White velvet loveseat piped in black is featured in this one-bedroom suite. Shaped window cornice and paneling dramatize the symmetry of room space. The all white background is spiced with a blue green floral print, reflected in a Chippendale mirror.
This graciously sized master bedroom welcomes the colorful floral print. Quilted spread matches draperies and print is carried to one chair. Not pictured, antique-white bookcases house favorite books and personal mementos. Magenta velvet was selected as accent fabric.

chain of fine interior decorating shops. To design and furnish two model apartments, Florence Anderson, member of the American Institute of Interior Designers, was commissioned. Her interpretation of how people might well wish to live in this beneficial climate is well projected through her interior designs and furnishings of the Opal models. And having seen her work, many purchasers of these condominiums have requested Miss Anderson’s assistance in selecting colors and furnishings for their new apartments. Some incorporate their own furniture, some select all new. In the Opal Towers models the designer created an aura, the ‘feel’, through backgrounds of many colors, interesting fabrics, carpeting and choice of accessories. Using no gimmicks or trick effects, the two models portray gracious living, each being quite different, designed for imaginary couples of entirely different personalities. Whether a model or an actual person, Miss Anderson always tries to assume their identity, as one might playing a part on stage. In this way she feels her designs completely reflect the client, down to the last throw pillow. Opal Towers has mixtures of contemporary and traditional elements for a look that is (continued)
Bold textures were used in the living room for a sophisticated play of blacks and whites with bright accents in melon tones.

Model Apartments

neither distinctive of any particular period, style nor location. Her styling is blended also, and this is carried down to the smallest accessory selected. Shown here are pictures of the one-bedroom suite and also the two-bedroom, the latter designed with a little more sophistication. In this larger suite, she used neutral tones for most background coloring, dashing with black and white prints on upholstered items, dramatized with accents of melon, persimmon and apricot. The play of textures is begun with heavily shagged carpeting, relating to the thick, hand-woven fringe bordering draperies. Crystal and mirrors reflect backgrounds and colors. Interesting lighting effects are noted throughout. A pass-through kitchen adds (continued)

Round skirted table and high chair backs carry colors of living area to this brunch area of the kitchen.
convenience and reveals the attractiveness of the kitchens. The colors carried through complement the living area, and this is mostly through use of distinctive wallpapers. Miss Anderson has shown remarkable insight into the many details which please the lady of the house; most certainly they tantalize the potential client, or purchaser. There may be all types of personalities within its walls, but all enjoy the communal facilities: besides the blue-water beach there is a heated pool, putting greens, shuffleboard courts, boating docks on the waterway. Covered parking is provided and the latest in security systems is a feature. Maximum space and all the new conveniences in the apartment spaces appeal to one and all. They are a carefully designed concept of living to adapt to people of discrimination. The many plus advantages at Opal Towers is the prime reason the Walter Schreibers are giving up their pleasant Isle Bahia home to move to a penthouse on the oceanfront at Hillsboro Beach.

This casual room adapting the second bedroom as an intimate spot for TV viewing. Versatility of sleep sofa allows additional guest accommodations.
In this reception area, strategically located mirrors give illusion of limitless space reflecting sculpture on ash wood walls.

Law Offices

Associates in Business Design, Interior Designers

Busy, successful Miami attorneys, Fuller, Brumer, Moss and Cohen by firm name, found their former office spaces literally splitting at the seams for needed additional areas in which to operate. Their decision to seek professional assistance in planning and preparing a new office resulted in their retaining Associates in Business Design to whom they were referred. A.B.D. is a well known firm of office planning experts headquartered in Miami with staff expertise in architecture, interior design, space planning, systems design and engineering. They literally took the project from the ground up. Instrumental in finding the right location in downtown metropolitan Miami, the A.B.D. associates planned and engineered all phases of the project from conception to completion. Most important was room for further expansion. In an existing building (continued)
Color disks by each firm member's name carry down hallways to corresponding color disk on individual offices.

Low maintenance materials in reception area combine wood, stone and vinyl upholstery fabrics.
an entire floor was available to work with, and soon interior walls began to tumble. Space planning and systems designing came first, and Michael L. Edelman, IBD, heading this division for his design team spent many hours with each individual law partner and member of the law firm arriving at a workable floor plan. Indeed, the entire A.B.D. staff were involved through many conferences with their clients, often into the late hours of the night. The criteria to be considered was quite complex, and a multitude of decisions were arrived at before the project commenced. When all the prerequisite information was gathered, it was turned over to other members of the firm or team, as they prefer to be described at A.B.D. Harvey Ferber, AIA architect, and John Dieckman, NSID interior designer, evolved design solutions, while E. Emile Yadi, PE, contributed the engineering know-how required in the project. Associates in Business Design has found this 'team concept' to be extremely beneficial to their clients. It offers the advantages of having all the related professionals under one roof, available for consulting and thrashing out solutions on the spot without loss of time or effort for coordination between professional disciplines. In addition, they can offer answers to the problems and develop answers to the challenge presented on a more indepth level. Some of the func-

Natural stone wall, beautifully detailed, gives look of permanence to new law offices.

Sprawling floorplan so designed to place secretarial positions adjacent each partner.
ional goals established for the completed
law firm offices were: a central core proximity
for all staff services to all partners. Files,
bookkeeping services, duplicating, inver-
vestigations, library, typing, storage, lounge
and conference facilities were required for
use by each individual partner and firm
member. Each required his own secretarial
facilities as close as possible to his own
office. The reception area had to be more
than just a station stop to screen visitors
and give directions to waiting clients. It
had to be the first impact, reflecting a
dynamic and forward looking firm, yet
maintain a tastefully contemplative atmo-
sphere — one evoking a sense of security in
clients from all walks of life. It was to be
primarily functional, secondarily attrac-
tive. Limited maintenance was to be a
prime consideration in selections of ma-
terials used. Individual partners were not
to be swallowed up in the entity of a ‘firm.’
but rather were to have their own person-

work areas. Thoughtful solutions were
developed, and an unusually interesting
environment evolved, as can readily be
seen. The reception desk, along with all
lighting troffers, seating units, tables and
planters are contained within a unique
structural system of weathered ash and
chrome pylons. Through a series of stra-
tegically located mirrors, relieving the nat-
ural keystone and weathered ash walls, the
space seems to explode outward, giving
almost limitless dimension to what is ac-
tually only an 18' X 20' area. It is a highly
absorbing waiting area for the visitor,
practically designed for easy maintenance.

Objects of art are displayed here. One of
the unique illusions is a wall with diamond
shaped sculpture, this being reflected for
endless repeats in the mirrors. One of the
firm members of A.B.D. being a sculptor,
executed this intriguing artistic wall. Be-
sides weathered ash wood and oiled wal-
ut, there is a sculptured stone wall by an
old world stone mason. Also as materials
(continued)
Unique and functional desk and credenza, one of many special designs from offices of Associates In Business Design.
in this waiting area, there is the use of mica, fired stoneware flooring and heavy duty naugahyde vinyl—all planned for beauty and insuring long-life wearability. Functional and decorative are the directional indicators, a color coded system for leading visitors to any office. The related color disc appears on each individual office door—unique and practical. There are touch button concealing walls, so that closets, files and other storage do not break overall wall lines. The main conference table and many desks were custom designed. Special hand turned doorpulls were applied in many areas, these carved out of rosewood and providing a bold decorative feature. While highly contemporary in design, the law office appears to have been of long duration and foreshadows a lengthy future.

Lawyer Fuller’s office reflects cheerful daily environment. He is the executive pilot.

Leather topped table has rosewood feature strips. Touchlatch openings in walls conceal equipment in this handsome board room.
Battlements of the twin towers recall the Moorish influence of the early architecture of the Boca Raton Hotel.
One of the most beautiful buildings in Florida is the Boca Raton Club and Hotel, built in South Florida's early history as a resort for the very well-to-do. The Mizner brothers were the architects. Renovated several times over the years by various owners, the hotel stands majestically on the shore edge of Lake Boca Raton. The Arvida Corporation, land developers for the present day subdivision of Boca Raton Estates, has restored the hotel and club facilities to its original magnificence and splendor. Boca Raton having every possibility to become a convention center, Arvida this year completed a new hotel, aptly called The Tower. To accommodate an additional 500 people to the existing facilities of the Boca Club, the contract for the overall job was given to architects Warner, Burns, Toan and Lunde, who selected the architectural firm of Cox and Pawley to execute much of the design on the entire project including the Convention Hall. They began by thoroughly researching Boca Raton, the Mizners, and early Florida history. The twenty-seven story Tower sits on a section of the 'Cloisters' designed by Addison Mizner. This Spanish tile foundation was restored [continued]
A reception room of the Presidential Suite, two stories tall, with view of coastline. Spanish antiques from original hotel were used in furnishing the large scale room.

Boca Tower

A grove of antique gas lamps and native silver buttonwood trees soften view of entrance. To the casual observer nothing has been changed in the blending of old and new.
and is now the foundation of the Tower, ingeniously retaining the character of the surroundings. All this, engineering-wise, took much planning and money. However, it was very important to the developers as well as the architects to create a combination of new-and-old. To the casual observer, nothing about the atmosphere of the Boca Raton Hotel complex has changed, but much thought and effort went into maintaining this illusion. The definitely modern design is, one might say, accessorized with twin belfries at each of the four top corners. The arches and roof caps of barrel tile reflect the Moorish influence in the original Mizner designs. Actually this site was the only one available for this construction of a vast complex of meeting rooms and the convention hall which seats 1200 people. The hall has a wall of glass twenty-five feet high and one hundred feet wide! A Mizner-designed pool was razed, but decorative old Spanish tile saved and reused. Main entrance to The Tower is gained through another Moorish arch. This faces a grove of silver buttonwood trees and antique gas lanterns for a charming effect. The building has 250 guest rooms accommodating 500 and more. High level feature is the Presidential Suite for high level personages. It was so planned that a President, his staff and press could be adequately housed during

(continued)
Decor of the Presidential Suite's master bedroom is regal, quite uncluttered.

Pebbled glass, imported marble, combine for orderly arrangement in master bath area.

Around-the-corner glimpse of a typical Tower guest room, numbering 250.

Boca Tower

a campaign time. It can serve Presidents of organizations conventioning there, with space for committee meetings and private gatherings. The reception room is two stories high with an unobstructed view South along the coastline. Interior designer, Inez Croom, A.I.D., used antiques from the original furnishings of the Boca Raton Hotel as being right in scale for this large area. Miss Croom is responsible for the interior design of twenty-six of the twenty-seven floors. Top floor of The Tower is a fine restaurant and cocktail lounge, and this floor was designed and furnished by George Jeffords, A.I.D.
An initial survey of the Top O'Tower Restaurant of the Boca Raton Hotel immediately established an architectural approach in the mind of the interior designer, George Jeffords. Top O'Tower Restaurant on the 27th floor comprises a dining room, bar and cocktail lounge, centered on twin banks of elevators, and is structured to take optimum advantage of one of South Florida's most remarkable views. The architects had eliminated the usual "four corners" and have created a hexagonal plan, the interior walls of which are structural but have been left open wherever possible, thus giving the entire floor area an atmosphere of total openness and light. This feeling is further enhanced by a Mansard style roof cap which was designed to allow four large clerestory skylights centered on the N.S.E.W. axis on the outer edge of the room and which flood the seating areas with a lovely soft even light. The combined effect of the interior structural columnar supports with its intricate cross bracing suggested the disciplined and sophisticated solution which Mr. Jeffords has applied to the furnishings. The designer, realizing that any window covering was out of the question allowed the handsome bronze window casings to stand unfettered, framing an incomparable daytime view of sea and land, and at night a velvet black sky with its thousands of pinpoint lights, providing all the design drama necessary. A soft beige cut pile carpet was used throughout and the same soft creamy white allowed the walls to meld into each other and to melt away. The elevator areas and the inside core of the room are paneled in a sand-colored grainy oak, as is the back of the bar and the bar itself. Seating for two and four is provided in most of the areas, using handsome brown walnut Directoire open armchairs upholstered in white embroidered vinyl. The bar chairs are deep tufted back lounge chairs on casters and are covered in the same fabric. The special broken corner treatments, with the odd structural uprights, provide a set-off area which the designer ingeniously turned into semi-private dining room - cocktail areas with seating for eight, giving a sense of privacy without obstructing the view in any direction. A combined respect for the architecture and the natural view, which is the mark of the true professional, has resulted in one of the most successful atmospheres seen in Southeast Florida in many a day.

Top of the Tower dining room — an enclosed atrium with all direction views.

George Jeffords, A.I.D., designed the bar and lounge at the top.
Atmosphere of another world, another era, in the entrance courtyard. Obelisk, starvveny, tends to compose garden and the refract.
All design elements of residence relate to the total Spanish concept desired.

Though relatively a young corporation, Rutenberg Homes is well on its way to becoming the major builder of this State's west coast. With more than 6500 families in Florida living in their custom designed houses, they are now a division of U.S. Home & Development Corporation. They are not land developers. Each of their residences is constructed on property of the owner's choice. They are what is termed "scattered lot builders", and as such, Rutenberg is probably the country's largest. Many interesting exterior designs and floorplans exist from which to choose, and a certain number of modifications can be made in these. Or, their design staff is equipped to produce a completely individual plan just for you. Pictured on these first few pages is the home of the McDowells, situated in the Woodlands area, west and north of Fort Lauderdale. Originally commuters between New Mexico and Florida, the McDowells are so pleased with their new home that they have sold their Western enterprises, now making this their permanent residence. The house is a custom designed, barrel-tiled Spanish type quite indigenous to South Florida, particularly in earlier days, now enjoying renewed interest. A carefully studied floorplan gives full open access on one side, permitting Mr. McDowell to step (continued)
Comfortable seating arrangement faces a hand-hewn beam over a hearth, where a fire is occasionally used for atmosphere.

Custom made cabinetry has decorative tile inserts of fruits and vegetables. Kitchen doubles as entertainment bar for guests.
Colorful foyer of McDowell's Ft. Lauderdale home transports one into another world where tranquility and graciousness is the obvious keynote of living. Floorplan of house flows beautifully from this area to both first and second floors. Open bridge over foyer connects upper master suite to other rooms.

Custom Crafted

from the doors just across their own grounds to the edge of the Woodlands Country Club golf courses. The street side (and one is more tempted to call it a road side, since a country atmosphere prevails) is designed for privacy. Mrs. McDowell summoned her friend and interior designer from Albuquerque, New Mexico — Mary Duncan, A.I.D. — to assist her. She had helped them with previous homes. In spite of the miles between them most of the time, the designer created striking and comfortable interiors. Her blending of contemporary, Spanish and Mexican furnishings, the adroit choice of accessories and fixtures, produced an outstanding result. The colorful foyer has earthen-tiled flooring, over which is laid an area rug of
Featured on these pages are excerpt shots taken in model homes the Rutenberg Homes firm has constructed in a row in Largo, Florida. These were designed, constructed, furnished completely and beautifully landscaped — all to show visually the finished product of their many available plans and services. It enables the interested prospective new home owner to compare these several plans, and see the many features not readily discernible from blueprints. Guides will escort the interested party through the tour, pointing out construction details and innovations, explaining why homes of today cost so much more than in former days, pointing out how floorplans can, in some instances, be flexible to suit individual requirements. For instance, it’s a good point to realize that building with trusses, rather than conventional framing, is necessary today be-

View over pool focused on landscaped garden, replete with flowering shrubbery. Visible are three of four seated dining areas.
Oriental modern is decorating theme of this room. Large space offers many variations — this a living-dining combination.

cause walls are stuffed with such items as built-in vacuum cleaners, intercoms, built-in bath scales, vents for electrical appliances, cold air returns for the air conditioner and central heating system. Kitchens formerly contained a sink, oven, range and refrigerator. Today we have the sink with its disposal, dishwasher, a refrigerator with automatic ice maker, a double oven electric range, self-cleaning, and with rotisserie, built-in food mixing systems — and stereo playing to drown out the whir of all these contrivances — all this being lighted by a luminescent ceiling. Walk into any bath today and compare it to the bath of ten years ago. Yes, there are many things some take for granted in purchasing a ready-built house, but when you embark on building one yourself, these things and more are considerations. In moderate to luxury priced homes, Rutenberg has managed to keep these extra costs to a minimum, yet with maximum guarantees of quality. These things and more are quick construction education for the layman. When most anyone starts planning his dreamhouse he doodles with a floorplan which will accommodate the family’s needs and desires. Elevations come later, usually from the architect’s office. Perhaps it is the openness and convenience of the (continued)
Model Homes

Floorplans of these models which are most appealing. Each living area flows one into the other, all centering around the all-important room - the kitchen. There are always several dining areas, formal and informal. Exterior terraces and pool decks accommodate informal lunches. Flow-over evening guests. Kitchen bar centers are a feature - the chef is not severed from family activities. Always the view is focused to exterior plantings. The photographs shown here are those of the Islander model, one of the larger ones, a two story home with the master bedroom suite below and three bedrooms above. Many times one of these upper rooms is made into a learning and hobby center for children. One of the interesting features of the Islander is the new Penplast Bermuda shingle roof. Used for the first time, it is an expanded polystyrene material, covered with a special nylon paint for protection. This material goes over a felt, built-up roof that is very lightweight, and can withstand winds up to better than 150 miles an hour. Since the heat cannot penetrate this roof, lower air-conditioning and heating costs are achieved. Rutenberg Homes Design Director, Spencer Lee Hart, Jr., is responsible for this roof, and for many building innovations which offer more for less. He is principal designer for all of the standard and custom designed homes.

This powder room-bath typical of appealing features built into each individual bath area.

Most every floorplan in a Rutenberg home provides a work-hobby area for the lady of the house.
Model Homes

Dressing room in the master bath of the Granada.

Many designer options are available, such as this fireplace wall, in these custom crafted homes.
A graceful sweep of curves lead into one of Fort Lauderdale's newest condominiums, situated on a picturesque waterway.

Building sites on any of the waterways in beautiful Fort Lauderdale are becoming increasingly more scarce. So when Jack L. Hamilton, young, dynamic president of Hamilton Properties, was able to obtain two properties on opposite, facing sides of a lovely waterway, it was indeed a 'find'. Use of the land is for highrise condominium living, with apartments so designed that all owners enjoy the sweeping view of Ft. Lauderdale and the waterway with its day and night traffic of boating activities. Architect Oscar Handle so designed the first building, Sunrise East, as to permit this view (continued)
Cheerful Florida citrus colors greet one as he enters the third floor main lobby of Sunrise East. Furnishings are contemporary.

Wide veranda viewed from main lobby corridor, where waterway views provide twenty-four hour entertainment and enjoyment for all.
The three elevator shafts make for interesting architectural detailing, leading from parking floors to the rooftop.

Sunrise East

for every resident. Land space being so limited, the first three levels provide needed parking. Three elevator cabs service Sunrise East, one for service and the other two leading directly into each apartment suite. From experience Mr. Hamilton has learned that multi-dwelling apartments for those of means must be designed on a luxury scale, and this means space: large rooms, many closets, workable kitchens, useable terraces. Security guards and closed circuit television controls scan the building's interior spaces and surrounding plazas, and this is a prime consideration of today's condominium buyers. Quite a novel innovation is that all recreational facilities are on the roof top: a swimming pool, putting green with synthetic turf, shuffleboard courts, suana baths and health clubs. Four small and intimate rooms are for the residents enjoyment and their entertaining of guests. Although it is a rooftop by all standards, the many activities and sheltered spaces make it designated as the twentieth floor. Assisting the architect and developer in the final planning of this first of two buildings was the contract interior design firm of Kuhnhardt and Rogers, with
Rooftop furnishings are completely practical. This Swiss designed furniture is lacquered wood; stretch fabric over foam rubber.

offices in New York and Fort Lauderdale. This firm works management consultants on the programming and planning of space, and provide interior design as required. Their experience of many years has been for many government projects, the aviation industry, and civic buildings as well as public buildings and offices. Their solution for the public spaces of Sunrise East are highly imaginative, practical and attractive to the eye. Their services are many, their demands few and these are to never sacrifice quality for quantity, and never to use artificial planting when live plant-

(continued)

The twenty stories of Sunrise East rises majestically skyward.
Elevated putting green is covered with Astro Turf, a hardy synthetic fiber. A favorite recreational spot.

It might be difficult to keep your mind on your partner’s ace with the magnificent view of the city.
Sunrise East

A cozy, comfortable rooftop room, with adjacent full service kitchen, makes a delightful place for entertaining.
Cheerfulness and practicality make for comfort. Each rooftop room was meant to look ‘different’ than home.
Sunrise East

ings offer so much more. In the attractive entrance there is vibrant color throughout. Orange velvet appears on modern benches lining each side, and a contemporary floral patterned velvet is seen on a small sofa grouping. A loosely woven white drapery covers the window walls giving needed softness but not obstructing the views. On the top floor the four small rooms are designed with furnishings which range from nearly advance contemporary to a more residential modern. Each room is different, but each flows one into another and read as if belonging together. The selection of hard surface floorings, carpeting, fabrics was all adroitly chosen and the total effect is good design.

The carpeted rooftop has as its focal point a shimmering blue water swimming pool — a pool with a view.
Nighttime lighting dramatizes the brick arched entrance to The Decorators Showcase, newly opened on N. E. 40th Street, Miami, for shops, showrooms and offices.

Architectural design draws attention to the building’s beautification of the street.

THE DECORATORS SHOWCASE

THURSTON HATCHER ASSOCIATES
ARCHITECTS

THURSTON HATCHER, A.I.A.
WILLIAM ZEIGLER, A.I.A.
GEORGE GUNN, A.I.A.

MILLER & SOLOMAN INC.
CONTRACTORS
An outstanding building providing offices, showrooms and display facilities for manufacturers of products for the interior designing and decorating trades, as well as these trades' attendant activities, has been designed and built on Northeast 40th Street in Miami. This is the street long known and called 'Decorators Row' in the Design Plaza, comprising attractive retail, wholesale and other consumer shops and stores of great variety serving the furnishing, decorating and designing markets. This building, known as The Decorators Showcase, is a handsomely designed facility from the architectural office of Thurston Hatcher Associates. Its first floor brick pavers lead in from the brick bordered public sidewalk through the broad, graceful brick archway into the garden court.

Here a cascading fountain and pools beckon into the myriad of fascinating shops, showrooms and offices inside the building complex. The building was conceived and commissioned to the architectural firm by a prominent Miami family, long noted for their many civic and cultural activities, Emil J. Gould and Dennis I. Gould. They desired, in this already attractively commercial area, to erect a landmark, a milestone for the future. The design of the structure was required to be such that antiques as well as contemporary furnishings would be compatible. The building does not offend the many talentedly conceived storefronts around it, but serves as the catalyst to bring together and blend the wide variety of these shops 'on the street'. Character of the materials (continued)
Inner courtyard is focused around the fountain and pools conceived by George Gunn, architect for the project.

A three story tower rises to the east of the arcade of shops and garden, for additional shops and showrooms.
selected is unusual for the area, beginning with the antiqued brick. The tower with its brick parapet also uses a textured stucco, welded visually into the weathered patina copper canopies and spandrels protecting each bronze treated window. Roofing is a colored barrel tile which slopes down invitingly to the interior garden courtyard. This courtyard is reminiscent of the many seen in Mexico, Spain, Italy and other parts of the world. In the arcade surrounding it the warmth of wood, stained cypress and African mahogany, is combined with copper and architectural bronze. The cypress columns bear a marked architectural design: slim at the base with projecting wood squares applied, making each appear to be hand carved. Attractive mahogany doors, with specially designed identification plaques, lead into the shops. In the courtyard, also, is the Piccadilly Hearth, one of the finest Miami restaurants. Exceptionally well designed and furnished, the restaurant represents a long needed facility for day and night strollers on the street. Interior corridors have mahogany trim on vibrant vinyl covered walls, and acoustical tile ceilings. The very latest in security systems is provided, with interesting innovations. There is also an all encompassing and new telephone system for the participants in this building. The Decorators Showcase represents evidence of people who have accomplished a wish to do something better.

inviting entrance is gained over brick paving which extends and borders the street's edge and sidewalk.
Large family room is made more spacious by utilizing just a few pieces of furniture. Effect is a cozy scene.
Most people are intrigued by the end result of an interior designer's work in their home, in homes of their friends, to say nothing of colorful magazine portrayals. So it is always a treat to 'peek inside' the actual home of the interior designer. Geraldine Farmer and her husband are both extremely active people in their individual pursuits of business with all the attendant tensions. These tensions are eased by their mutual love of the placidity and beauty enjoyed in their home. They purchased an existing home on a picturesque lake in the quiet Baypoint section of Miami. Formerly owned by a shipbuilder, many changes had already been made in the house to his personal specifications. Miss Farmer felt the house had good possibilities with which to work, and started her own renovation designs, inside and (continued)

Miss Farmer decorated their home strictly for comfort and convenience, declining to make it a 'showcase'.
out. Besides opening up walls and adding other architectural detailing, an entire wall— the fireplace wall—was covered with old hand-made brick found in Atlanta, Georgia. Nothing new in the way of major furnishings were purchased for their new home—existing possessions seemed to fall in place. Therefore, warm and familiar living was preordained. Miss Farmer's way of life is best shown by the fact she chose not to display a decorator's talent, nor a showcase appearance as is so often the case, but to keep in mind a home where she and Mr. Alterman could relax in comfortable surroundings. They both enjoy boating, having direct access to a beautiful waterway, and this activity is shared with their neighbors and friends. They enjoy a family oriented atmosphere with children and pets playing in peace. Miss Farmer freely admits to decorating for her husband's comfort and enjoyment: for instance, television is in the living room instead of the family room. One of her own (continued)

Foyer displays many items of interest, accessories with a history which is meaningful to the family. Wallpaper depicts Philadelphia row houses.
theories for decorating is that a small room should be filled to make it cozy, with fewer pieces used in a large room for a more spacious effect. Amid the myriad of treasures, trinkets and fine old pieces, downy contemporary chairs and sofas are most inviting. The kitchen, thoroughly modernized, leads through the dining room to a bar area at one end of the Florida room. The lamp on the bar is a bow light, a gift offered to them by the son of the ship's owner of the Silver Queen. Small desk in this bar area is a sentimental keepsake, being the first desk with which her husband started his business career. Such mementos are prominent in the decorating scheme. The bartop is made of oak used in the flooring of transport trailers, a company currently owned by her husband, Alterman Transport Company. The finished product was executed by the employees. In the dining room, a Grappo bowl on the table is a cherished possession and sits under a custom metal and enameled lighting fixture of flower design. It is by artist-sculptor, Garland Faulkner. A modified French-type breadrack serves as sideboard. The den at the opposite end of the house is used principally as a home-office, and the desk is from the Cleveland office of John D. Rockefeller. Vivid colors were brought into play here, and family portraits are prominently displayed. The entrance foyer is a place to tarry and observe the historic accessories. The wall treatment carrying up the stairwell depicts Philadelphia row houses. At the top landing is a carved primitive head by artist-sculptor, Rose Alterman. At the foot of the staircase is a vase of hand-turned rosewood carved from a solid piece of this wood from Costa Rica. It is twin to the one presented to President Johnson by that government as a gift. On the upper floor of this split level dwelling is the master bedroom suite, quite apart from the rest of the house. Extensive remodeling was required here to suit their needs. Walls were moved, built-in cabinetry added for useful and decorative purposes. As elsewhere in the house, window treatments at cursory glance are relatively simple, yet this very effect is of interest to the trained eye. All in all this is a home two people were able to create, tailored to their desires. It just so happens Miss Geraldine Farmer is an interior designer.
Interior Design begins long before this...

It begins early in your planning. KUNHARDT & ROGERS organize your space for the most efficient use possible. Interior design by Professionals is much more than arranging walls and furniture. Learn NOW why wise builders ALWAYS use experts in the field.

- ANALYSIS OF SPACE REQUIREMENTS
- SPACE PLANNING & LAYOUT SCHEMATICS
- OFFICE & CONTRACT DESIGN SERVICES

KUNHARDT & ROGERS ASSOCIATES INC

FORT LAUDERDALE/109 E. LAS OLAS BLVD./305-525-6738 • NEW YORK CITY/159 W. 53 ST./212-562-4192

In this issue: Sunrise East, Lobby and Recreations Areas completed by Kunhardt & Rogers. See pages 116-123
The Bay Colony Residence of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Smith - Designer, Gary Robinson, A.I.D.

DESIGNERS:
Jody Miller, A.I.D. Sandra Lowry, A.I.D. Affil. Gary Robinson, A.I.D.

5401 North Federal Highway, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33308 Telephone (305) 563-3493
This scene is taken from one corner of our display garden, showing hand carved fruit urns and sculptured limestone fountain. This focal point of interest would be perfect for your garden or patio.

At our showrooms you will find a large selection of Faience stoves from many European countries.

Ye Olde Mantel Shoppe

KNOWN FROM COAST TO COAST

A large selection of imported, Antique and reproduction marble and wood mantels, fireplace accessories, chandeliers, garden and patio statuary.

OFFICE AND SHOWROOMS:
3800 N.E. 2nd Avenue
Miami, Florida 33137
Phone: 758-0349

The marble mantel illustrated is a perfect example of English sculpture from the past.
TO A VERY INVOLVED PLACE

This is a tile design studio. It is big. It is not small. It is professional. It is custom. It is not artsy-crafty. It is in Palm Beach and it is very beautiful-like Palm Beach.

We built TERRA FIRMA TILE SOUTHEAST to serve all the very interested and involved people who want to create and live with the special ambience of tile. Tile done as it should be for public or commercial areas that cover acres... right down to your own condominium foyer.

We will help you design your area with the finest and most versatile tile made today... studiously researched from the old masters and produced for complete practicality in todays textures, materials, spectrum colors and authentic patterns. TERRA FIRMA TILE SOUTHEAST is a division of LA PALAPA inc. which has grown so much... including also The Galeria de Mexico and WELLINGTON HALL INTERIORS located below.

337 Royal Poinciana Plaza — Palm Beach — (305-832-6372)
Terra Firma Tile of Atlanta — 3173 Roswell Road, NW — Atlanta, Ga. (404-233-4342)
La Palapa — Wellington Hall Interiors — Miracle Mile, Vero Beach, Fla. (305-567-5194)
La Palapa — Wellington Hall — Harbourtown, Hilton Head Island, S.C. (305-785-2191)

la palapa

Offices and showrooms-337 Royal Poinciana Plaza
Palm Beach, Florida
Fine food to satisfy your tastes, rare art to please the eye, soft Japanese music and sound to touch your ear—"Benihana" a total environment—directly from Japan.

PASSPORT TO DINING PLEASURE
An International Affair

"Benihana" is an invitation to begin "a love affair with the Taste of Japan". The smile and bow of the maitre d', the charm of Oriental hospitality, fine Japanese Chefs and the beauty of Kimono-clad Hostesses are yours at "Benihana". Hospitality as a fine art, is expected and received.

Japanese hospitality has become an expected tradition.
So too, the tradition of TROPIGAS—the international affair for GAS "Tender Loving Care" sales and service ... in Florida, the Carolinas, Virginia, Caribbean islands and the surrounding countries of Latin America.

Residential • Commercial • Industrial
Motor Fuel • Agricultural • Air Conditioning

(305) 885-8282
COVER HOUSE ROOF TRUSSES

Creatively engineered. Precision fabricated. Our thanks to Architect Carson Bennett Wright for selecting South Florida’s most experienced roof truss fabricators for the job.

MIAMI PREFABRICATORS, INC.
15450 N.W. 27th Avenue, Opa-Locka, Florida / Phone 885-2431

Authorized SANFORD Fabricators
"Architecture must outlive and surpass its moment of concept or face esthetic mediocrity before it has fulfilled its function"

Arthur Nicholas Hosking, III, Architect

The work of Gardens Incorporated is the moment of truth for Architecture — to give Architecture a place to be — in a very real sense “To enhance or nullify” — ours is the task of recreating the environment.

Hollie Popham, Landscape Architect, AILA
This is just one big hangout for chandeliers.

It's bedazzling.

There they are, hanging from the ceiling by the hundreds. Glittering and sparkling, shining and glowing. Looking graceful or majestic or delicate or handsome or all together. Wearing price tags that range from a few dollars to a few thousand.

This is where famous decorators come when they want to solve a lighting problem for a luxury hotel or a new condominium.

This is where the young homemaker comes, with creative fire in her eyes, looking for the light fixture that will add new loveliness to her home. And she finds it.

With a selection like ours, she can't fail.
The Roney Plaza — elegant, majestic. A modern tribute to its opulent past. The world’s largest apartment complex under one roof. And Cather was chosen to finish the interior — from the walls in. Because that’s our business. Steel studs. Sound control partitions. Fireproofing. Ceilings, Trim carpentry. Hardware. Everything it takes to finish faster. Better.

Cather capability is constantly proven in a variety of projects. Our materials, cost analysis and pricing are computerized to keep us competitive. We are throughout Florida to better serve the construction industry. Next time you plan to begin a project Call Cather. We’re ready to finish for you.
We are pleased to have provided the plumbing and air conditioning in these fine condominiums for Hamilton Properties.

Office of American Mechanical

WHITE EGRET

SUNRISE EAST

THese products were used exclusively in SUNRISE EAST AND WHITE EGRET CONDOMINIUMS.
The beautiful simplicity of these exteriors conceals the wonders which await the view within ... surpassing the most pleasant surprises even the most imaginative mind will conjure.

The Early American has been inspired by the superlative architectural heritage of fine mansion homes which have set a pattern for elegant living in the course of our history.

Starting with the beautiful entrance halls and the crowning glory of the two story circular staircases and oval foyers, the plans carry you from one beautiful room to another. The living room, with the symmetry of its fireplace wall, provides for ideal conversational group decorating; the resplendently elegant formal dining room; the big, warm, friendly informal family room, ideally located for every purpose; the kitchen, its copious counter, storage and equipment in a beautiful colonial motif designed to make a pleasure of every hour of its use. Four large bedrooms, served by unusual bath and dressing room accommodations complete the second floor.

Hamilton Properties, Inc.
2485 East Sunrise Blvd. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Tel. (305) 563-8492

A Division of the Bryn Mawr Group, Inc.
when Custom leaves a building, only the decorator stands in the way of occupancy

Custom Drywall

... a by-word with knowledgeable builders seeking the finest in interior contracting. Custom has the personnel, equipment and know-how needed to install high-quality soundproof and fire-resistant interiors in today's modern high rise apartments and commercial buildings.

All of Custom's craftsmen, from top management to tradesman, know the interior construction business inside and out. They keep abreast of the constant new developments in methods and materials to improve service and give you the finest possible results.

Custom's consultants are always ready to help architects and builders in selecting the proper systems for walls, ceilings, and interior construction methods designed to compliment buildings of graceful perfection.
Add the tender loving hands of old world skilled craftsmen to the warmth of walnut wood, and you get a full measure of enduringly elegant quality.

ARTISAN WOODCRAFTERS INC.

wood craftsmen for discerning tastes

ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORKERS • CUSTOM FURNITURE BUILDERS
CUSTOM CABINETRY AND BUILT-IN FURNITURE • WOODTURNINGS

ARTISAN WOODCRAFTERS, INC. 4690 E. 11th AVE. HIALEAH, FLA. 305-681-7113
the Woodlands

where modern all-electric comfort makes the living easy...and carefree.

Life at the Woodlands is carefree Florida living at its utmost. The Woodlands has been awarded the Medallion for electrical excellence by Florida Power & Light Company. Its residents are able to enjoy many all-electric conveniences. Each Woodlands home is supplied with:

• Electric Air Conditioning and Heating. For year-round comfort.
• Electric Water Heater. Assures all the hot water you want, in a hurry.
• Electric automatic Dishwasher. Relieves you of a tedious daily chore.
• Electric Food Waste Disposer. Does away with messy garbage handling.
• Full Housepower wiring. Plus plenty of handy switches and convenient outlets.
• Ample Light-for-Living. Makes every room more inviting.

THE WOODLANDS. In the City of Tamarac.

BEHRING CORPORATION 2800 East Oakland Park Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, Florida
The Spectacular New Behring Home

This most significant development has brought a whole new standard of excellence and availability to home and apartment construction. It is better built to precision standards of highest quality materials — and produced under the most advanced procedures of volume production technology. Yet, even the experts can't tell a Behring Home was conceived on the assembly line. Stepping into the expanse of the living room-dining area one cannot help marvel at the feeling of spaciousness. Truly a decorator's dream. The inviting all-electric kitchens are elegantly equipped even to automatic dishwashers and over-size cabinetry. Most Behring floor plans include an intimate breakfast area, as well.

Bedrooms are king-size and cheery with baths to match. Most important, this Behring development has brought the pride of fine home ownership within reach once again. There are ten models available with two up to four bedrooms and countless exterior and interior options. Also apartments in one and two bedroom designs. Visit the Behring Exhibit Center soon and see this most important advance in home construction ever.

Behring Homes in Vanguard Village
Start at $14,990 (including lot)

Condominium Apartments $13,990

Model Center Open 9-6 Daily

SEND FOR COLOR BROCHURES

Please send me your color brochure and information on the new Behring Homes and Apartments.

[ ] ADULT COMMUNITY
[ ] FAMILY COMMUNITY

Name

Address

City

State

Zip
Carson Wright, A.I.A., architect of this year's edition of Florida Architecture's Cover House is a firm advocate of using Nature's products. Wood and natural Keystone is carried inside and this stairwell picture shows one of many coral Keystone walls of the Cover House.

Our natural Keystone and 60 other natural stone products are used by Florida's finest designers to enhance the visual and emotional beauty of their buildings and interiors. This law office by Associates in Business Design can be seen on pages 96-101. The Keystone wall with inserts of rough-texture accents is a finely crafted example of the drama and permanence of stone. We have the largest selection in the State of quarried coral Keystone in random lengths; natural rubble stone of all types, coquina coral, fossil rock, and a new collection of stone from Colorado, California, Mexico and Brazil.
Florida Carpet's growth has been phenomenal and the reasons are numerous. No other wholesale carpet warehouse offers such an endless choice of styles and colors in stock for decorators, architects and contractors.

But seeing is believing. We cordially invite you to view the magnificent carpet creations made of Herculon® olefin fiber by Royalweve of California.

Call us; our representative will be happy to assist you with your specifications.
Merle Smith Houses are fun — outstandingly beautiful — exiting to live in —
ANOTHER MERLE SMITH HOME OF DISTINCTION

This Fine Home in Bay Colony, Ft. Lauderdale, is another example of the unsurpassed beauty and quality of Pella Wood Windows.

Merle Smith of Merle Smith Luxury Homes and his partner-wife, Jane, say of Pella windows-quote, We could not, possibly, design and build the palatial homes our clients demand without using Pella wood.

“A note of appreciation to home owners... PELLA WINDOWS are never washed from the outside. They are designed for outside washing from the inside.” No disgruntled maids or caretakers to contend with.

DISTRIBUTED IN SOUTH FLORIDA AND THE CARIBBEAN

BY

Floridale PRODUCTS, INC.

“SERVING SOUTH FLORIDA OVER 30 YEARS”

525 South Andrews Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33301
Ft. Laud. 305-524-8549
Miami Line 305-949-3330
COMPLETENESS AND FORM . . .

... as illustrated by the beautiful White Egret in Fort Lauderdale,

is just part of our service to you. There is also

competence, experience, know-how and on or before schedule

conclusion. We will cater to your condominium or apartment with

flat slabs, columns and shear walls.

FORM-UP CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, LTD.

1350 S.W. 1st Way
Deerfield Beach, Fla. 33441
Just 7 miles south of Miami, there's still an unspoiled tropical paradise.

It's a place called Key Biscayne. A beautiful island where the air is filled with jasmine. Where the skyline is a symmetry of sea, sky and trees. Where the landscape is covered by flowers and trees. Where the sea rushes up to meet a wide and powdery-white beach. Where a man can be free to do what he wants. Instead of what he has to. On 10 of Key Biscayne's most picturesque and private acres (the ones next to Cape Florida State Park), we're creating The Towers of Key Biscayne. It will be a new oceanfront condominium community that will let you escape the world everytime you come home.

The uniquely-shaped residential building, composed of 3 individual towers, will be secluded amid formal gardens, fountains and banyan, palm and fir trees. That will enhance the physical environment, not extinguish it.

An attended gatehouse will protect your privacy. A host of private resort facilities will provide for your pleasure. Reservations are now being accepted for one-, two- and three-bedroom residences in the $40,000 to $90,000 price range. See the Information Center and Model Residences today. Even if you don't buy, the trip will do you good. It will show you that better things in life still live. And only 7 miles from Miami.

The Towers of Key Biscayne

Magnificent Condominium Residences on the Ocean.
1111 Crandon Boulevard, Key Biscayne, Florida 33149
Open 10 AM to 6 PM, 7 days a week. Phone (305) 361-9111.

Directions—Take any major parkway to Rickenbacker Causeway or take I-95 to S. W. 25th Road (Key Biscayne). Then follow Cape Florida State Park signs.

A joint venture of The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States and Sand Key, Inc., Stephen Muss, President.

We didn't have to say "no" to the Architect—
because Special Ceilings are one of our products.
The very concept of the fabulous new community of The Woodlands is one of innovation and excellence. Nothing in terms of time, talent and experience is being spared to make it completely outstanding. From the two luxuriant 18-hole championship golf courses built around a lush clubhouse, with the distinctly different Vista Villas set in "open clusters" along the rolling fairways — to The Woodlands Country Club, which offers in abundance everything you would expect in a private country club, The Woodlands is a completely original approach to elegant living inside and out. Truly, the good life is here — in The Woodlands.

To help you enjoy the good life, all Woodlands Homes are equipped with

General Electric
ALL-ELECTRIC KITCHENS AND CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING

People choose The Woodlands because they like the whole plan — from its aesthetics to its living details. This includes the plan for modern all-electric living. The Woodlands' residents enjoy such conveniences as General Electric eye-level oven and range, garbage disposal and automatic dishwasher. They know the flameless peace of mind that goes with electric heat, while enjoying the year 'round comfort of General Electric central heating and air conditioning. The Woodlands adds proof to the claim that there's just no match for General Electric all-electric living!
CREATIVE FLOURISHES FOR FLORIDA INTERIORS

Dramatic tropical interiors begin with the finest wicker and Rattan furnishings from Caribbean Interiors. Smartly designed frames with custom color finishes. Made-to-order coverings in luxurious fabrics. A myriad of hues to accent a room, subtly blend with a decor. Caribbean has more than just furniture... they have whole furnishing concepts for leisurely tropical living.

Caribbean INTERIORS
6665 Biscayne Blvd., Miami, Florida, Phone 758-2577
Open Monday and Friday 'til 9 p.m.
We ship through-out the United States and Caribbean area.

JENSEN BUSINESS INTERIORS
355 PALERMO AVE., CORAL GABLES, FLA. 305-445-6354
THE FINEST IN SCANDINAVIAN IMPORTS SHOWN IN TEAK ROSEWOOD AND OAK.
COMMERCIAL INTERIORS

RESIDENTIAL INTERIORS
COMPLETE PLANNING, INTERIOR DESIGN AND COLOR COORDINATION FOR THE HOME

JENSEN & HANSEN INC.
400 BILTMORE WAY CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA 305-444-7469
Hamilton House

305-751-8533

Enhance the elegance and beauty of your home or office with carpets and area rugs by Karastan.

Trademark of quality and good design in fine floor coverings

Open to the accredited trade only.

antiques and the unique

the gilded peacock

Where you may find anything from a Tiffany bowl—an ancient music box—a samovar circa 1750 and more, to an antique thimble.

From the believable—
To the unbelievable.
MANUFACTURERS OF
Banquettes • Chairs • Bar Stools
Custom Office Furniture
Modular Seating

CONTRACT SEATING INDUSTRIES division of Kitchen Nooks, Inc.

2533 Park Road, Hallandale, Florida 33009 • 305

More Interior Design by...
KUNHARDT & ROGERS ASSOCIATES INC

Drapery installation: L. S. Roberts Drapery Company, 1060 East 15th Street, Hialeah, Florida
Drapery fabric: Design Tex Incorporated, Atlanta, Georgia office
WE SPECIALIZE IN RESTAURANTS –

Working with the designers and architects from the first concept through to completion.

We have helped to design and build 150 restaurants in Florida and around the U.S.A.

Everyone has to have a THING they do best and we 'love the thing we do best'.

Air Conditioning & Ventilation for the Gibson Girl Restaurant by the

Petp'ieh Companu, Inc. AIR CONDITIONING CONTRACTORS
8744 S.W. 133rd St., P.O. Box 594, Kendall Branch
Miami, Fla. 33156 Phone: 238-5055

"Good Construction is an Art"

4539 PONCE DE LEON BOULEVARD
CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA 33146
TELEPHONE (305) MOHAWK 7-3694
DICK KIMBALL CREATIVE CABINETRY, INC.

Designing and manufacturing of creative cabinetry and architectural millwork — Specialist in stereo T.V. cabinets — Bars Furniture built-ins for every room — Creative custom finishing —

- Built-ins for Penthouse I Page 69
- Luxury Apartment Antique Restorations Marbleizing specifications Pages 26-31
- Benihana Hibachi Serving Tables Pages 48-59

THE IMPOSSIBLE JOBS ARE NO TROUBLE — MIRACLES TAKE A LITTLE LONGER

1511 N. E. 130th ST. NORTH MIAMI

PHONE: 891-6000

SIMULATED WOOD PRODUCTS BY Cal Mar INDUSTRIES INC.

Our Simulated Wood Products are made of versatile, poly-urethane which simulates the look of wood so realistically that no one will question their authenticity. Their extreme economical advantage plus their wide latitude of design, superb strength, variable density and weight, easy installation and fire retardancy, are sought after by architects.

Our Simulated Wood Beams are made in three designs: Rustic, Wormy Chestnut, and Pecky Cypress. They come in lengths up to 20 feet with dimensions of 2x6 inches, 4x6, 6x8, 8x10 and 10x12 inches.

We have exceptionally talented wood carvers who can carve original wood pieces or create a master in wood to be molded into poly-urethane for large orders.

Please send for our samples and brochure.

Simulated Wood Beams in Benihana Restaurant

By Cal Mar Industries, Inc.

1209 South 30th Avenue • I-95 & Pembroke Road • Hollywood, Florida 33020

Area Code 305 981-7900 • 929-3009
KITCHEN CABINETS • STORE FIXTURES • CUSTOM FURNITURE

FOR THE PAST 30 YEARS IT HAS BEEN
WITH PRIDE THAT WE HAVE PROVIDED
THE FINEST IN CUSTOM CABINETRY TO THE
LEADING ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS IN FLORIDA

ART-CRAFT WOOD PRODUCTS
1470 N.E. 130th St. • No. Miami 33161 • Phone 891-4711

Kitchen in Wahl Snyder home shown editorially in this edition

Kitchen of Cover House shown on the editorial pages
WOOD WINDOWS

... again are an integral part of the distinctively designed homes by Carson Bennett Wright, A.I.A. This Cover House residence is one of many in that Mr. Wright has utilized the many benefits of the most beautiful, air-tight and water-tight window available in the world today.

Distributed in South Florida, West Indies, and Central America by

Floridale PRODUCTS, INC.

"serving South Florida over 30 years"

525 South Andrews Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33301
Ft. Laud. 305-524-8549
Miami Line 305-949-3330

Distributors in Central Florida . . .
Builder’s Specialties of Florida, 3117 E. Hillsboro Ave.
Tampa, Florida 33610
Phone 813-237-3761

CENTRAL Heat & Air Conditioning, Inc.

CONTRACTORS

1031 N.E. 44th STREET
PHONE 565-1628
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33308

COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL

MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS
ON BENIHANA OF TOKYO

CORNER VIEW OF BENIHANA OF TOKYO RESTAURANT
We offer from...

Our Three Ingredients...
Concrete, Imagination, Know-How...

STOCK DECORATIVE MASONRY
AS WELL AS CUSTOM UNITS

We also offer...

CLAY—FACE—FIRE AND GLAZED
BRICK OF ALL TYPES

NATURAL STONES FROM
MANY QUARRIES

METAL UNITS FOR FIREPLACES
AND BARBEQUES

If we don't have the material you want--we'll try to make or get it!

NOW LOCATED IN PALM BEACH COUNTY AT 1818 NORTH 7TH AVENUE, LAKEWORTH (305) 582-5760, AS WELL AS IN MIAMI

DUNAN BRICK
DUNAN BRICK YARDS, INC.
MIAMI, FLORIDA (305) 887-1525
HOME ELECTRIC

INSTALLED ELECTRIC WIRING

FOR RUTENBERG MODEL HOMES

1723 SO. MISSOURI AVENUE  •  CLEARWATER, FLA. 33516  •  PHONE (305) 584-7181
Magnificent

...but it doesn't have the Gold Medallion.

Used to be a man's home was his castle. Today it's a Gold Medallion home. Because a Gold Medallion home is all-electric. Any woman would feel like a queen with a flameless electric range, water heater, and reverse-cycle air conditioning.

Plus two other major electric appliances, Ample Light for Living, and Full Housepower wiring.

Move them out of the Middle ages. They'll enjoy the comfort, convenience and economy of carefree electric living.
Johnny's spelling may be wrong... but he should get an A+ for the idea. There are no "If's or And's" about BTU's. You simply get more of these British Thermal Units of energy for your dollar from Oil than from any other fuel.

So why not save dollars — yours or your clients — by specifying Oil-powered equipment — for heat, hot water, industrial power?

OIL IS YOUR BEST BUY!

For Domestic, Institutional, Commercial and Industrial users.

ECONOMICAL — CLEAN — SAFER — MOST DEPENDABLE

"FLORIDIANS SERVING FLORIDA SINCE 1915"

BELCHER OIL COMPANY

Oil and Oil-powered equipment for all uses

MIAMI • PORT EVERGLADES • WEST PALM BEACH • PORT CANAVERAL • TAMPA • SARASOTA/BRADENTON • FORT MYERS • NAPLES
BOB MILLER

JOE SOLOMON

MILLER & SOLOMON

General Contractors

COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION IN
SOUTHEASTERN UNITED STATES
AND THE BAHAMAS

460 S. DIXIE HIGHWAY
Coral Gables, FLA.
TELEPHONE 661-3403

IDEAL

Roofing and Sheet Metal Works, Inc.

261 NORTHEAST 73RD STREET
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33138
PHONE 758-5571

We are proud to have participated in
the building of the Cover House
Call us to find out specifications which
contributed to the construction
of this fine residence

DESIGN

Designers Flooring Company
The largest collection of decorative
tile & marble in the country.

6812 S.W. 81 Street
Miami, Florida
33143
Telephone (305)
661-1550
661-6062
5901 N.W. 9th Ave., Fort Lauderdale, Florida

60,000 sq. ft. Warehouse Complex and BUILDER SALES HEADQUARTERS, where South Florida's top builders buy.

Bob Hopkins and Gil Smith are proud to Supply and Service these Builders of high-rise apartments and private homes, plus many others not possible to list here:

- A. J. M. CONSTRUCTION
- ARVIDA
- JOE BATTAGLIA
- COCONUT CREEK HOMES
- COLLINS CONSTRUCTION
- COLONIAL BUILDERS
- DELREST HOMES
- TROPIC BAY CONSTRUCTION
- DURBIN HOMES
- M. G. R. CONSTRUCTION
- HAMILTON HOMES
- ROBERT McCONNELL
- R. T. HILL CONSTRUCTION
- READYHOOUG & ROBERTS
- SUNSWPT HOMES
- CARDINAL CONSTRUCTION

HOPKINS-SMITH has been supplying and servicing South Florida for 26 years.

Builder, Ken Behringer, (center) shown receiving special honors from Ed Stehle, (left) Vice-President of the General Electric Co., with congratulations being added by Gil Smith, (right) Executive Vice-President of HOPKINS-SMITH, Inc. Volunteers of G-E Major Appliances to Behringer Corporation.

Yale Ogron quality certified aluminum windows and sliding glass doors

For additional information write or call:
Yale Ogron Mfg. Co., 671 West 18th St., Hialeah, Fla. 887-2646
Bernard Snetiker Painting Contractors, Inc.
LICENSED & INSURED

455 WEST 28th STREET, HIALEAH, FLORIDA

PHOTO 888-4221 • 885-5727

Prestressed Systems, Inc.
5601 N.W. 72nd Avenue
Miami, Florida 33166
(305) 885-5421

Charles R. Poe
MASONRY, INC.

2990 N.W. 73rd Street
Miami, Florida 33147
Phone: 696-4011

LANE PLUMBING CORP.
POST OFFICE BOX 00 • HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33022 • PHONE: 947-2556
Air conditioning equipment used in Wahl Snyder residence and decorators showcase featured in this edition.

LATHING

... PLASTERING

LATHING AND PLASTERING IN THE NEW DECORATOR SHOWCASE

LICENSED INSURED

FLORIDA SECURITY SYSTEMS, INC.
2971 CORAL WAY
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33145
PHONE: 446-7644

SECURITY SYSTEMS FOR –
• Homes
• Condominiums
• Industrial
• Stores

INSTALLATIONS –
Decorators Showcase
Wahl Snyder Residence
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<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sculptors – Metal, Wood Carving</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garland Originals</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan of Art</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Butler</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Payez</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Showroom – Furniture</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knapp &amp; Tubbs</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euster Furniture</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furniture Manufacturers</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract Seating Industries</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empire Furniture Factory &amp; Rattan Works</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mantels, Statuary and Objects D’Art</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ye Old Mantel Shoppe</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiques</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Guided Peacock</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate Developers and Builders</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caloosa-Bayview</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hampton Properties</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutenberg Homes</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merle Smith Luxury Homes</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Behring Corporation</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape Designers – Nursery</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apartments and Condominiums</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caloosa-Bayview</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opal Towers</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Towers of Key Biscayne</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun East</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appliances – Manufacturers, Distributors</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Construction Co.</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean R. Clausen</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank J. Rooney, Inc.</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton Properties, Inc.</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller and Solomon, Inc.</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. C. Hunt Construction Co., Inc.</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutenberg Homes</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Behring Corporation</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Conditioning-Mechanical Contractors</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Mechanical, Inc.</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Heat and Air Conditioning</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contain, Inc.</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpich Company, Inc.</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropigas Incorporated of Florida</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof Trusses – Engineering</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami Prefabrications, Inc.</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanfor Industries</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Glass Company</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painting Contractors</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard Sneitker Painting Contractors</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roofing &amp; Sheet Metal</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideal Roof &amp; Sheet Metal Works</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunrise East</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrior Contractors, Custom Drywall</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing and Heating</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Contractors, American</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical, Inc.</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing Fixtures, Kohler</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling Tower, Baltimore Air Co Company</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Conditioning, Weathertron</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Conditioning Equipment, Well-McLain</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Decorators Showcase</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick, Dunan Brick Yards, Inc.</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Conditioning, Conndair, Inc.</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security System, Florida Security</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing, Lane Plumbing Corp.</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting Fixtures, Studio of Lighting</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masonry, Charles Poe Masonry, Inc.</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastering, Grogas Plastering Co., Inc.</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Prestressed Concrete Floor and Roof Systems</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestressed Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Millwork, Custom Fixtures &amp; Furniture</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art-Craft Wood Products</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artisan Woodcrafters</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dick Kimball</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marble, Slate, Brick and Stone</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunan Brick Yards, Inc.</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan American Marble and Stone</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting Fixtures</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio of Lighting</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Contractors</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Electric Co.</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida Product – Pella</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale Ognor Manufacturing Co.</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastering and Masonry Contractors</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grogan Plastering Co., Inc.</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles R. Poe Masonry, Inc.</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Contractors</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Drywall</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cather Drywall</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Forming</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form-Up Construction Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida Power and Light Company</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Supplier and Equipment</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trogigas Incorporated of Florida</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil and Oil Powered Equipment</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belcher Oil Company</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Systems</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida Security Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing Contractors</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lane Plumbing Corp.</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated Wood Products</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cal Mar Industries, Inc.</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benihana</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Conditioning, Central Heat and</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Conditioning Co.</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibachi Tables and Custom Cabinetry</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Dick Kimball Creative Cabinetry</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas, Tropigas Incorporated of Florida</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated Wood Products</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cal Mar Industries, Inc.</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibson Girl</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Conditioning, Perpich Company</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banquettes – Contract Seating Industries</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Apartment</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Furniture, Wellington Hall</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law Offices</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Furniture, Artisan Woodcrafters</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keystone, Pan American Marble &amp; Stone Co.</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flooring, Tile, Designers Flooring Co.</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference Hall and Chairs, Contract Seating Industries</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutenberg Homes - Model</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Contractor, Home Electric</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutenberg Homes, Custom Crafted</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish Flooring Tile, La Palapa</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ADVERTISERS CREDITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover House</th>
<th>Appliances, Hopkins-Smith</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Custom Kitchen, Art-Craft Wood Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keystone, Pan American Marble &amp; Stone Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lighting Fixtures, Studio of Lighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wood Windows, Floridale Products-Pella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roofing, Ideal Roof &amp; Sheet Metal Works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roof Trusses, Miami Prefabricators, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roof Truss Engineering, Sanfor Industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air Conditioning, Conndair, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Club</td>
<td>Appliances, Hopkins-Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxury Apartment</td>
<td>Custom Cabinetry, Dick Kimball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creative Cabinetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Custom Rattan Furniture, Empire Furniture Factory &amp; Rattan Works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air Conditioning, Conndair, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keystone, Pan American Marble &amp; Stone Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Windows, Yale-Oguno</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sunrise East

- Interrior Contractors, Custom Drywall
- Plumbing and Heating
- Mechanical Contractors, American Mechanical, Inc.
- Plumbing Fixtures, Kohler
- Cooling Tower, Baltimore Air Co Company
- Air Conditioning, Weathertron
- Air Conditioning Equipment, Well-McLain

The Decorators Showcase

- Brick, Dunan Brick Yards, Inc.
- Air Conditioning, Conndair, Inc.
- Painting, Bernard Sneitker Painting Contractors, Inc.
- Prestressed Concrete Floor and Roof, Prestressed Systems, Inc.
- Store Front, Glass, and Mirrors, Albert Glass Co., Inc.
- Plumbing, Lane Plumbing Corp.
- Lighting Fixtures, Studio of Lighting
- Masonry, Charles Poe Masonry, Inc.
- Plastering, Grogas Plastering Co., Inc.

Benihana

- Air Conditioning, Central Heat and Air Conditioning Co.
- Hibachi Tables and Custom Cabinetry – Dick Kimball Creative Cabinetry
- Gas, Tropigas Incorporated of Florida
- Simulated Wood Products, Cal Mar Industries, Inc.

Gibson Girl

- Air Conditioning, Perpich Company
- Banquettes – Contract Seating Industries

Model Apartment

- All Furniture, Wellington Hall

Law Offices

- Custom Furniture, Artisan Woodcrafters
- Keystone, Pan American Marble & Stone Co.
- Flooring, Tile, Designers Flooring Co.
- Conference Hall and Chairs, Contract Seating Industries
- Rutenberg Homes - Model
- Electrical Contractor, Home Electric
- Rutenberg Homes, Custom Crafted
- Spanish Flooring Tile, La Palapa